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SUMMARY

This thesis describes the development of a standard

calorimetric system of radiation dosimetry which is to be used in the

DepartmenÈ of Radiotherapy of the Royal Adelaide Hospital.

The thesis commences by surveying briefly the historical

background of the evol-ution of units and, methocls of radiation dosimetry

in medicine. The necessity for developing a dosimeter system based

on calorimetry, for use at photon energies greater than about 3 MeV,

is indicated and an outline of the progress in the field of calori-

metric dosimetry is presented. The fact that no particular design of a

calorimetric system has yet been universally adopted for standard

dosimetry is stressed.

The second chapter then describes, in some detail¿ the

numerous theoretical factors involved in the design of a calorimetric

dosimeter. The system developeci is designed to simulate the

absorption of radiation in a smal-I segment of a large "tissue-equivalent"

material. Thermodynamically it is a twin quasiadialratic system

employing thermistors as the temperature sensors in a D.C. Vlheatstone

bridge circuit. The calorimeter is cal-ibrated in terms of fundamental

quantities by means of Joule neating in discrete heaters enbedded in

Èhe bulk of the absorbing material. Justification is given for all

choices made ouring tne design of the system. Considerable emphasis

has been placed on the thermal properties of t]¡e systemf such as,

effect of external temperature variations, effect of thermistor
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self-heating, the simulation of electric cal-ibraÈion to radiation

absorption, thermal linearity, etc., since these detaited theoretical

considerations had not been seen in previous published work on

calorimetric dosimetry. It is concluded, on the basis of the

theoretical work in this chapter, that the system so designed should

have the properËies desired of a standard dosimetric system, namely,

linearity of response, adequate sensítivity and accuracy, and

fundamental calibration.

To permit verification of the performance of the calori-

metric System, two further dosimeters \^lere consÈructed, one an air-

cavity ionization chamber anci trre other a Fricke dosimeter. The

third chapter describes the design and construction of these two

auxiliary dosimeters. They were designed so as to be of similar

materials and shape as tne caforimeter while retaining their own

calibrations.

Chapter four describes a number of tests, inclucling an

intercomparison of the three dosimeters using Co 60 y-raoiation,

mad,e over a period of twelve months. The two methods of analysing

the caLorimeter results are also investigated. From the various

tests it is found that (i) the calorimeter behaves essentially as

predicted from theory, and (i:,¡ the results obtained with the calori-

meter compare favourabfy with those obtained by the currently-used

me'thods of dosimetry based on oxidation of ferrous sulphate, and on
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ionization in air, the latter of which is only strictly applicable

for photon energies less than about 3 MeV'

Itisconcluded,inchapterfive,thatthecalorimeter
i

developed during the course of this project may be used with confidence
t-

as an indepencient standard dosimetef. The calorimetríc system was

proven to be readily adaptable to each of the rad.iation machines

within the Radiotherapy Department, namely, ttoo co6O telecurie units'

(a ,'Newton-Victor" Orbitron and a "Picker X-ray" CI000) and a 4MeV

linear accelerator. The system compares favourably wÍth regards to

cost of construction, procedure of operation, etc., with those systems

developed elsewhere anci describeci in the various publications.
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,CHAPTER I HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION

I.1 The EarIY Period

Inanendeavourtoplacethepresentworkintocorrect

perspecÈive the following short historical review is presented. It

will be shown how the various concepts and techniques for the

measurement of radiation dosage have evolved' In doing so both

the aims and limitations that are involved in this work wiII be

more clearly defined.

The application of x-rad,iation to diagnostic and thera-

peutic medicine came immediately after the announcement of its

discovery by Roentgen in January 1896. A nu¡nber of carcinomas l¡vere

treated in 1896, possibly the first by GRUBBE (1933). In April 1896,

vüebster found that rheumatic pains were relieved by the repeated

exposure of the joint to x-ray diagnosis. At the same ti:ne however

the harmful effects of this new radiaÈion were beginning to become

apparent. Radiation dermatitis, epilation and radiation sickness

were noted in 1896" The more Severe effects were discovered some

years later, such as sÈerilization in 1903' Although ViIIard had

discovered the simitariÈy of y-rays to x-rays in 1898, Y-rays vlere

not generally used for therapy until afÈer L9O4. In the case of

y-radiation the harmful effects were observed, first. Both Becquerel

(accidentally) and pierre Curie (deliberately) exposed themselves to

radium for a nu¡nber of hours in I90l-, and obtained skin erythemas
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followed by skin ul-ceration (BECQUEREL and cuRIE, l90l). As was

the case with x-radiation, radium r'Ùas grossly misused as a possible:

remedy for almost anY aiLment.

Although man l^tas learning of, the hazards associated

with working with these new radiations, no serious organized efforts

were made at radiation protection for the first twenty years of their

use. A problem in the therapeutic uses of radiation was Èhe neces-

sity to apply them in a quantitative manner, not at that time either

needed, or practised, in other branches of medicine' A further

serious problem which hindered the devefopment of the fields of

radiation protection and therapy was the fack of suitable unÍts of

dose, and of instrurnents for quantitative dosimetry'

Roentgenhaddescribedhowaddingfilterstoanx-ray

beam had made the beam become more penetratinçt, or "hàrdert', thus

showing that an x-ray beam is characterized by two factors¡ quantity

(dosage or intensity) and quatiLy (penetrating power or wavelength) '

An understanding of quality kras bui.IÈ up slowly. At first it was

estimated by the length of a sp"rrk gap, representing tube voltage.

Then various filters came into use, and in 1913 Christen proposed

the concept óf "Half-Value Layer", which is sE.il] in use today. The

probLem of the measurement of quantity was not so easily overcome'

The mechanism of radiaÈion induced effects on cells was

not known in the early years and the difference in concepts between

exposure, as related to the beam, and absorbed dose, as related to
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the absorbing material, was only realized by a few persons around

lglo. It took many more years before these concepts were clearly

differentiated. Thus, the measurement of dosage hras very confused

in this early periocl and during it most of the physical, chemical

and some of the biological effects, which were known to be related

to the x=râY quantity, were tried as dosimetric systems, but most

of them found only limited popularity for short periods of time'

In each case the effect being measured and its units were intimately

connected to the measuring technique employed.

Manyoftheearlyatbemptsatdosimetryaredescribed

by GLASSER (1941). They include, the first dosimeter, the "osteo-

scope", which was based on density observations of substitute hands

upon either fluoroscopic screens or photographs. For a shorÈ time,

somewhat inaccurate empirical equations, based on physical factors,

vrere used to compute x-ray dosages. chemical systems such as the

"Chromoradiometer" of Holzknecht, and the "pastilles" of Sabouraud

and Noire were introduced just after tgOO and gained some popularity;

the latter system was still being used in dermatological therapy

until about 1940. Both methods were based upon the degree of

discolouration of tablets of certai¡r chemical mixtures h¡hen exposed

to x-radiation. Other chemical effects, such as precipitation

from solutions as in the "Kalomel radiometer", vrere Used with

linited success. These chemical systems \^Iere found to be unreliable

due to their great dependence upon radiation quality and were not
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advanced enough to provide a quantitative dosimetry until after

1950. Various fluoroscopic rnethods of dosimetry were tried, such

as the "Fluorometer" of Contremoulins in L9O2, and an improved

version the "Roentgen Photometer" of !,Iintz and Rump ín L926.

These early fluoroscopic methods never gained much favour, but

modern versions are extremely important in pracÈical dosimetry

today. A popular photographic method of dosimetry was developed

by Kienock in 1905, whereby depth doses were also able to be

determined. Another popular dosimeter was introduced ín 1915, the

"Fuerstenau Intensimeter". The ac:tion of tlti.s c,ievice was basecl on

the change of resistance of a Selenj-um cel-l when irradiated' but

hysteresis¡ and other such effects, caused the intensimeter not

to be used after about 1930. Each of these early d.osimeters was a

practical instrument and was not capable of being fundarnentally

calibrated, but had to be calibrated against some standard systern.

Since there was no such standard system in the early period, the

instruments were calibrated in arbitary uniÈs, such as H, K, êr Fr

etc. Some people used, as a reference, the epilation or erythema

dose as a biological unj-t, where the epilation dose is the

quantity of radiation required to cause hair to fall out from the

skin and the erythema dose is the quantity of radiation required

to produce a reddening of the skin. Thus a certain number of H, K,

etc., were specified to express the quanÈity of radiation that would

produce the desired skin reaction. In 1920, the "Unit skin dose",

based on observations of skin erythemas, r¡¡as def ined by Seitz and
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Wintz; and so for a while, the erythema dose came to be the first

standard of dosage. other biological systems were also suggested

as practical dosimeters, such as the "Bío1ogical ionization chamber"

of wooD (Lg29), whi.ch consisted of Drosophila (fruit fly) e99s'

Ashassíncebeenverj.fied,thesamedosewouldinvariablycause

the same Percentage of eggs not to hatch' The first atÈempt at

the specification of a tolerance dose was in terms of the erythema

dose in L925 bY Mutschefler'

This biological standard of dosage was' however'

difficult to realize in practice with any accuracy or consistency'

The erythema dose depends upon numerous other factors besides

the radiation intensity , f'or example, síze of the irradiated

area, dose rate, region of the body exposed, age and race of the

individual exposed, training of the observer, etc' FurtheJ:Inore

the biological standard did not avoid the difficulty that doses

of different radiations, which are equal in the defining systeÍi'

may produce unequaf reactions in other sysÈems, and consequently

a better stanciard of dosage was required' A grim picture was

painÈed, by Evi¡ING (1934) , when reminiscing over the decades before

L92O, "At one period the prescription of (therapy) dose was so

uncertain and the results apparently so capricious that aII one

could really do was to place the patienÈ under the machine and

hope for the best". The same problem of units and dosimetry applied

to radium Èherapy where, for many years, the dosage r{as simply
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expressed in terms of milligrams of radium and the exposure time.

Some years elapsed before it was realized that 1-ray doses could

be specified in the same units as x-rays.

r.2 t of lonization Methods

During the early years a few people were interested

in the ionizing effecÈs of radiation; Roentgen, Robb and Perrin

had each discussed these effects in 1896, however they were nearly

Iôst sight of as means of dosimetry in the following years.

Villard in I9o8 was the first to prrtpose a quautitatrve unit of

radiation intensity based on the ionization of air. This proposal

was given }ittle consideration at the time, although the unit

suggested was essentially that which was finally adopted twenty

years later. szilard, Duane, Friedrich, christen and others

kept the idea alive in the following years. By 1920 the difference

in concepts between radiation intensity, or exposure, and the

energy absorbed, or dose, \^las generally realized'

The International Congress of Radiology (ICR) ¡net for

the first time in 1925 and in that year est-abl-istred the International

Corunission on Radiological Units and Measurements (fCnU¡, which has

become the principal organization responsible for selecting and

defining radiation quantities and units.
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Improvements in ionization chanrber technlques, es-

pecially the devefopment of sensitíve electrometers, led to the

unit ,'roentgen", based on ionization in air, being tentatively

accepted by the second ICR in Lg28. The definit'ion of the roentgen

was built aror¡¡¡d the practical means of measurirrg it and measures

a property of,the radiation at a given point in air. since the

x-ray absorption per unit mass of air and of tissue are very

similar over a very wide range of radiation qualities, the use of

the roentgen focussed the attention of many workers on Èhe energy

absorption in tissues. Gradually 'che a<lvantages of this unit were

appreciated but. it took another nine years before it was officially

adopted.

Following a better understanding of the significance

of secondary electron ranges, "free-air" ionization chambers vlere

being developed with success in the late I92O's. In 1932, Taylor

of Èhe US-NBS developed the American standard free-air ionization

chamber to determj-ne the roentgen and to intercompare international

d,osage units. The work was supplemented by such persons Ad Behnken,

Failfa, Fricke, Glasser' ÍIolthusen and others, who eliminated

discrepencies between their units by consultation and discussion.

International agreement was reached in 1932 on the experimental

establishment of the roentgen, by means of the free-air ionization

chamber. A nu¡nber of special techniques have since been developed

for use with the free-air ionization chamber for specialized

applications.
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Besides the standard ionization chambers, small

practical cha¡nbers came into use in the I92Ots. These "thimble"

chambers were brought into use for the measurement of x-ray doses

at points in, or on, "phantorns" which simulate the soft tíssue

under irradiation. They were, in principle, calibrated against a

standard chamber although the need for "air-wall-" equivalence was

not at first reafized and some early chambers vlere made from

aluminium. Such cha¡nbers came into general use after Fricke and

Glasser developed their Èhimbl-e cha¡nber with an air-wall in 1925'

The thimble chamber was further inrproved in 1928, by Glasser,

Port¡nann and Seitz, by its attachment to a condenser and a'string

eleCtrOmeter. The resulting "condenser" chamber became One Of

the most versatile methods of radiation measurenent and is still

in common use today. Other specialized forms of ionization chambers

have since been developed, such as the "extrapolation" chamber by

Failla in 1937. The proper basis for the design of the cavity type

ionizaÈion chanber is embodied in the "Bragg-Gray principle" which

gives a method for obtaining the dose to the walls of a small gas

filled cavity from a knowledge of the ionization measured in the

cavity. The principle was d.eveloped by GRAY (L929, 1936) and can be

stateo somewhat simply as fol-lows. The energy dissipated per unit

mass of the walf material, Em, is related to the cavity ionizàtion

per unit mass of the gas, Jm, by means of the relation: qn = s !{ Jm,

where s is the raÈio of the mass stopping powers for the material
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relative to air, and W is the energy required to produce an ion

pair in air. The Bragg-Gray principle has been investigated by

many pergons since its oríginal formulation and has been greatly

generalized to cover many othrer effects in the cavity gas other

than ionization.

Finally, a definition of a standard unit, Èhe roentgen

(r) , was accepted at the fifth ICR in L937 ¡ thereby recognizing

the weight of the preceding twenty years experimental work. The

roentgen was defined as "that quantity of x or y-radiation such

that the associated corpuscular emission per o,ool293 gm of air

produces, in air, ions carrying I esu of quantiÈy of etecÈricity

of either sign". The problem of realízing the roentgen is thus

resolved into two parts (i) segregating a known mass of air ionized

by the bea¡n in question, and (ii) measuring the number of ions

produced in that mass of air. fn this method of intensity measure-

ment the dependence upon radiation quality is readíIy controlled and'

reproduced.

Although the 1937 definition of Èhe roentgen has under-

gone some slight nodifications since iis ori.ginal formulation,

ionization methods upon which it is based have served the needs of

radiation dosimetry weII over the following years, and generally

still do today. Ionization methods will most likely remain the

basis of practical dosimetry for some years to come, but as
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standards they have sJ-owly been shown to have limitations and an

alternative system is becoming sufficiently developed to possibly

take their Place.

I. 3 Li-mitations of the Roen tqen and Èhe Emergence of the Rad.

As multimiltion volt machines came into use, it was

found Èhat increasing difficulties stood in the way of realizing

the 1937 definition of the roentgen. In addition to the practical

problem that a free-air ionization chamber usefutr for such high

voltages wouLd be required. to be o f enormous dimensions, there is

a further inherent problem due to the fact that the ionization

process considered in the 1937 definition is no longer represen-

tative of the basic situation which we wish to measure. The

former problem can be overcome, to some extent, by using pressurized

chambers but the latter problem, due to a basic failure of the

princíple on which the concept of the roentgen is based, Proves

insurmountable. Since at high energieS, the secondary electrons

travel a substantial distance from their point of origin it

follows that the flow of high energy x or Y-rays at any point is

no Ionger related clearly and directly to the ionization produced

at that point. The roentgen remains useful as long as the penet-

ration of the radiation is much greater than that of the associated

electrons, and this is generally true for photon energies up to

about 3 MeV.
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A source of Some confusion with the early definitions

of the roentgen was that they did not clearly indicate the

particular property of the radiation of which the roentgen was

said to be the unit. Another problem that emerged was the need to

introduce a nevü quantity which could be more direcÈIy correlated

with the locat biological and chemical effects of the radiation'

It would be expected that, within limits, the effect produced

should be proportional to the energy absorbed. Thus, the amount

of energy dissipated by Lhe rarliation in each portion of ttre material

represents the most obvious and ptrysically sound term of reference

for discussing the effects produced by the radiation in that

material. An advantage of using such a system is that it matters

Iittle whether the energy dissipation stems originally from x-rays

or from any other type of ionizing radiation, and hence, it

becomes possible to adopt a connon basis of dosimetry for all such

radiations.

At the sixth ICR in 1950 it was decided that, in

general, doses of radiation should be expressed in terms of the

energy absorption by the material of interest, at the point in

question, namely in erg/gm (Recomm. of I-C.R.U., LONDON, 1950) '

It was, hovrever, recognized at that time, that the direct

measurement of absorbed dose was not usually practical and that,

in general, the value would be based on ionization measurements.
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By this time it was becoming evident that the

absorbed dose, although quite important, \¡ras not the only facÈor

congerned in dosimetry; for example¡ the manner of energy release

along the track of the ionizing particle (or linear enérgy transfer,

LET), and other such factors were found to be important. However,

these other factors are roughly constant for a given type and

energy of radiation and may be summarized by the term "relative

biological effectiveness" (RBE).

The outcome of these early considerations and attempts

to define essentially an energy unit was the agreement in 1953 to

the use of Èhe "rad" as the unit of radiation absorbed dose; where

one rad was defined as lOO erg,/gm of the absorbing material.

Coupled with this was the defínition of the "roentgen equivalent

man" (re¡n) as the unit of dose equivaleRce, conbining the rad with

an RBE factor, in an endeavour to put the dosimetry of all ionizing

radiations on a conmon basis. The quantity, absorbed dose, had a

generality and simplicity which qreaÈly facilitaÈed its accePtance

and in not too many years it had become widely used in every branch

of radiation dosimetry. The introduction of absorbed dose into

medical and biological fields was further assisted by Èhe defining

of the rad, since one rad, is approximately equal to the absorbed

dose detivered when soft tissue is exposed, to one roentgen of

medium voltage x-radiation.
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TheICRUj-nlg5S,setuPanAdHoccommitteewhose

task tras to review the fundamental concepts, quantities and uniÈs

which are required ín radiation dosihetry and, in general' to

"tighten standards of rigor". The recommendations of Èhis committee

(ICRU Rept. lOa) give the quantities and units currently in use,

and for details of these, and the conditions under which they are

to be realized, reference should be made to this report'

As a result of the 1958 ICRU report' it noh¡ appears

thaÈ we have a faírly well defined and consistent system of

quantities and units. The ra.d is used sol-ey for absorbed dose

and the roentgen only for exposure. The ideal unit of dose would

be one which would produce the same biotogical effect'independent

of the kind and energy of the radiation. such an ideal is

probably unattainable because of the extreme complexíty of

radiation induced damage in living systems. In practice we employ

a physical dose unit which gives nearly the same biological effect

independent of the energy of a given kind of radiation. Thus the

rad occupies a useful position in modern dosimetry, evetl though more

sophisticated measures of radiation fields, such as LET, have

assumed important positions in recent years in the fields of bio-

physics and radiobiologY.
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T.4 Standard Chemical SYstems

In the past decade or tvto, nuÍìerous other dosimeter

systems have been developed, many of which have their foundation

in the early period. Ho$tever, all but certain of Èhe chemical

systems are practical dosimeters requiring calibration against a

standard. In the majority of the chemical systems the details of

the irradiation produced effects in the solutions are poorly

understood. The production of radicals to which the sensing

element will respond usually has to be determined experimentally

and the system calibrated against a standard. The yield of such

a system is generally specified in terms of "G" values, i.e' the

number of radicals formed per lO0 eV of energy absorbed in the medium'

The most common and best understood system is the Ferrous Sulphate,

or Fricke, dosimeter, which is based on the oxidaÈion Of ferrous

ions to ferric ions. This system, and also possibly the ceric -

cerous system, are capable of being used as funda¡nental standards

of dosage, although their G-values are essentially found by

calibration. The original work for the Fricke dosi:neter was

pubtished by FRICKE and MoRSE (Lg2g)r but it was orrty .rt.r about

1950 that it was available as a standard. These chemical systems

are sensitive to chemical and conÈainer purity and oÈher factors,

and requíre care and experience for stable reproducible readings.

The use of these systems is generally restricted to special appli-

cations where their small size is an advantage and larqe doses are

available.
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I.5 The Calor imetric Svstems.

Calorimetric systems rely on the principle that the

absorbed energy is eventually degraded to heat and hence can be

measured in terms of the rise in temperature of the absorbing

material. In absorbing materials where no endothermic processes

occur, calorimetry is the most basic and direct method of measuring

absorbed dose. The most important limiting fact'or in the early

calorimetric dosimeters was for many years the inadequacy of the

thermometer systems.

From the beginning, there were people who realized

that dose coutd be specified in terms of absorbed energy and as

early as ISIO Duddel proposed a measurenent of absorbed dose which

anticipated the rad. There htere even isolated attempts to meaaure

the amount of energy absorption. Dorn in 1897 used an air ther¡¡o-

meter to measure the heat produced by the complete absorption of

x-rays in metals. Other investigators have tried dífferent methods

and absorbing materials to measure the energy content of an x-ray

beam; Rutherford and McCIuny (I9OO) , lrlien (1905) , Bumstead (1906),

Adams (1907) , Boos (Lg22l, Grebbe (Lg24), Kulenkampff (L926) 
'

Rump (Lg27) and others. Foltowing the discovery of the rapid and

continuous e¡nission of heat frOm radium, a number of vafious

calorimetric methods were tried for its measurement by such

persons as Curie and Dewar (1904), Angstrorn (1905), and Schweiller

and Hess (1908). RIÍIHERFORD and ROBINSON (1913) measured the heat
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output by means of a twin calorimeter incorporating two platinum

resistance thermometers in opposite arms of a Wheatstone bridge'

Due to the smallness of the temperature rise, all of these early

attemptsr âñd most of Èhose that followed, measured the total

energy absorption from the beam, which gave a measure of the

intensity of the x-ray beam or radioactive source'

The temperature changes to be measured are generally

small relative to those that can be measured accurately by resis-

tance changes, thermoelectric effect, physical expansion of the

absorber, etc.. Hovtever, since about L945, a more sensitive

temperature detecting element has been available' This was the

thermistor, which is a metallic oxide semíconductor having a

high negative temperature coefficient of resistance. The intro-

duction of the thermisÈor c¿rme at a very opportune timer When the

limitations of the roentgen vrere being realized' and thus a new

era in calorimetry was oPened.

This revived activity was, however' mainly restricted

to establishments possessing multimillion volt machines' one of

the first attempts was by Ham and Trout in 1950. Also in thaÈ

year, KERST and PRICE (1950) made a caLorimetric detenrination of

the output flux of a 32O lrlev Betatron, buÈ they preferred to use

thermocouptes. Further work followedi LAUGHLIN and BEATTIE (195I) '

LAUGHT,TN et aL. (1953) , EDWARDS and KERST (1953) 
' GENli¡A and
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T,AUGHLTN (1955) , GREENTNG et A.L- (1968) ' rn Èhe instruneflts of

these workers, the radiation was totally absorbed, usually in

heavy metals such as lead or gold, and the energy fluence

esti¡nated. Further, many of the early salorimeters requíred

machines with large outpuÈs for their measuremerrts to be of

reasonable accuracy- FAILLA (f955), renowned in the field of

radiation dosimetry, considered that calorimetry was definitely

vrorth$rhile, esPecíally as an aid to improving ionization chamber

methods, which he believes calori¡neters will probably never

replace. In his opinion calorimeters will remain within the

domain of standards laboratories.

The measure¡nent of absorbed dose \,Ùas Somelvhat more

difficult and consequently developed a liÈtle more slowly. The

successful operation of an absorbed dose calori:neter l{as originally

described by GENNA and LAUGHLIN (1956) who used both copper and

polystyrene as absorbing materials. The field was further

d,eveloped by BERNTER et a.L. (1956) , PETREE (1958) 
' RErD and JoHNS

(196I), PETREE and WARD (L962), BEhILEY (1963), SCHLEIGER and

GOLDSTEIN (L964), and others. Many of these systems were measure-

ments of absorbed dose in an isolated mass, not ín a segment of an

irradiated medium which would closer simulate the éituation

of biological and clÍnical interest.
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In addition to the measurement of energy fluence and

the absolute determination of absorbed dose under specified

conditions, conparisons with ionizaÈion chambers and certain

chemical dosimeËers were carried out under identical conditions to

those experienced by the calorimeters, and these measurements

provided independent determinations of the values of W, and of G

for the chemical systems investigated. LAzo, DEI'IHURST and BURToN

(Ig54) made an estimation of the value of G for the Fricke

dosimeter. BERNIER et aL. (1956) used their calorimeter to

estimate !{. C'ooDwIN (1959) d,etermined the value of Ì{ by means of

a total absorption calorimeter using lead as the absorbing

material and CsI37 .¡-radiation. DAVIES et aL. (1963) made a

comparison of ionizaLíon, calorimetric and Fricke dosimetry'

AIMOND (1967) used an atuminium calorimeter to determine G for

the Fricke dosimeter for 6 to 18 Mev electrons. occasionally

some investigators still prefer to use thermocouples as the

temperature sensors, such as FLEMING (1970) '

It is important to note that each of the calorir¡reters

developed so far is different, not only in details, but in some

cases quite different thermodynamíc princíples are used. No

single design of a calorimeter to realize the rad has yet been

universally adopted and the field is still open to new developments'

The instrument Èhat has been developed, and which will now be

described, has been designed with a specific purPose, namely to
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suit the needs for standard dosimetry in the Radiotherapy

Department of the Royal Adelaide Hospital.
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ChAPTER IT CALORIMETER DESIGN AND PROPERTIES

In tnis chapter the design of the calorimeter is

described in some detail, giving reasons for the choices made'

A nunber of theoretical factors are discussed which give an

insight into the behaviour of the calorimeter under irradiation'

II.1 Cal-or imeÈer Materials

II.I.I Calorimeter Absorber Material'

In raoiotherapy the dose received in such materials as

muscle tissue, bone and other various types of organ tissues is

required. Ideally the calorimeter should be constructed frou¡ such

materials, but in practice this is not possible, since they have

poor mechanical, electrical and thermal properties as well as

being generally nonhomogeneous. It should be remembered that in

applying calorj_metric methods to dose measurements, that it is

assumed that all of the absorbed energy from the radiation is

eventually degraded to heat. There are however some possible

physical anci chemical endothermic Processes which Íray occur, such

as increases in the resÈ masses of nuclei, crystal lattice

displacements, changes in interatomic bond energies, exciÈation or

ionization of electrons used in covalent bonds with a possible

resultant change in molecular structure (especially in the more

complex organic molecules) , elc.. The latter effect ís obviously
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the basis of radiotherapy. AII of these endothermic processes

are, in practice, only a small fraction of the energy that is

eventually degraded to heat within the material. In the nost

extreme cases it ís of the order of a percent. l,llLVY et aL. (1958)

estimated that tissue-equivalent plastic under irradiation from

co60 .y-radiation had a thermal defect (the percentage of the

absorbed energy not degraded to heat) of 2.3t. FLE¡4ING and GLASS

(1969) irradiated a Shonka-type tissue-equivalent plastic (which

is mainly polyethylene) with 1.7 MeV Protons and found that the

init,ial thermal defect was 4.28 which decreased wíth absorbed

dose to a saturation value of 3.7*. It is expected that Èhese

values would be somewhat less for radiation of lower LET value.

Graphite was chosen as the absorbing material since,

as it is composed of a single element, it does not undergo any

chemical endothermic effects when irradiated and the possible

physical effects are negligible. Further, graphite has reasonable

elecÈrical and thermal properties and, with care' can be machined.

The atomic number of carbon is 6, which is cl-ose to that for

tissue; materials. The effective atomic nr¡nber of tíssues deperrds

upon Èhe effect considered. fn the present case, where photon

energies greater than I MeV are considered, then the photoelectric

effect is negligible. Compton scattering, whích predominates at

the lower energies in this range, is nearly independent of atomic
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nunber, while pair production, which becomes important at higher

photon energies, varies linearly with atomic nu¡nber. The effective

atomic nunbers ø) for pair production of tissue materials are

given by SPIERS (1956) and are shown in Table II'I'

Table II.1

Effective atomic nuìbers (î) for pair production

of tissue material.

material Z

air 7 -4

water 6-6

muscle 6-6

subcutaneous fat 5.2

bone 10.0

Thus, as far as radiation absorption is concerned, graphite is

closely Èissue-equivalent for energies > I MeV.

The graphite used, in the construction of the present

cal-orimeter was grade AGSR, which has a maximum grain size of

0.015 inch, trses a graphite type binder and gives a 0.118 ash.

The ash consists maínly of sulphur and small amounts of iron and

aluminium, with Èraces of gther elements. As will Soon be shown,

these percentage impurities are trivial compared with those added

during the construction of Èhe calorimeter. The density of the

grapnite (p) was exPerimentally determined to be:

p = (1.60 I O.OO5) gm/ccn3.
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II.1.2 Calorimeter Design.

The internal sÈructure of, the calorimeter is shown in

Figure II.1. There ïrere a number of factors considered during the

design of the calorimeter elemejnt - the mass in which the absorbed

d,ose is to be measured. The element had to be an elementary

mass such that further reduction in size did not significantly

change the value of the dose measured, while at the same time it

had to be large enough to avoid statistical considerations" The

calorímeter parts generally had to be fairly homogeneous so as

to not significantly perturb the radiation fíeld h'iÈhin the

material in so far as the energy absorption within the absorbing

materíal was concerned. Foreign materials such as '""t"pt*'

(nethyl methacrylate plastic) , 'Araldite' (epoxy resin), wire' etc' '

must not significantly effect the energy absorbed. This limitation

is small in practice, except for low energy photons where the

photoelectric effect predominates.

The absorbing element contains a thermistor for temperature

measuremenÈ (refer II.3) and a spiral heating coil for calibration

purposes (refer II.4). The element is totally surrounded by, but

thermatly insulated from, a massive guard case. The mass of this

case is approximately 968 of the total mass of the calorimeter. The

case, which also contains a spiral heating coiJ-, simulates the

effect of bulk tissue around Èhe mass in which the dose is being
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measured, while at Èhe same time providing a thermal. baffle for the

element. The case also ensures that radiation equilibrÍun exists

for photon energies up to about 12 MeV, but at the same time may

produce excess attenuation at energies below I MeV'

The element v¡as thermally insulated from the case by

means of an 'air' gap of 2 mm and PersPex support's' The gap $¡as

sufficienÈly small so that the radiaÈion field was not significantly

perturbed. BEVÍLEY (1963) estimated thaÈ the perturbation effect

upon a beam due to a 2 rnm gap in graphite is less than 0.18"

The complete calorimeter was susPended within a

vacuum chanber by means of three nylon cords attached to adjustable

height screws on the case. A similar calorimeter, without the

heating Coils, was also constructed and was used as a reference

calorimeter in the differential temperature measurenent approach

employed (refer II.3).

II.1.3 Masses and Heat capacities of calorimeter components.

A knowledge of the mass of the element of the test

calorimeter was reguired to give measurements in terms of absorbed

dose. Further, the masses of all the other Parts of both the

test and reference calorimeters urere measured So that it could be

shown that the two calorimete¡s were reasonably identical and

that the percentage of non-graphite materials in both was s¡nall'
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The heat capacities of the case and element of both were also able

to be calculated. The mass of each component l'tas accurately

measuredonasauterbalanceduringassembly,theresultsbeing

tabulated in Appendix l' rt should be noted that the masses of

the elements of both the test and reference calorimeters were

altered during the course of the work' The perspex ring of each

was originally sotid and both their mass and thermal conductance

was considered excessive' The mass of the ring was originally

3.OBofthemassoftheelementandwassubsequentlyreducedto

2.Os by drilling many small holes within the ring' A further

modificationwasmadetothecalorimetersatthesametime(refer

II.4.3). From Appendix I we have: Test calorimeter I' mass of

element (m") = (g'28g f 0'005) gm' which is 3'55t of the total

massoft'hecalorimeter.ThecompositionofÈheelenentis96.02t

graphite, 3.89* 'organico (Iow Z) and O'O9B 'metallic' (high z)'

The heat capacity of the element (H.) = L'62O caL/oc' For Test

calorimeter rr, mass of element (m") = (9"229 t O'O05) Sm' The

composition is closely t-he same as in I' and its heat capacity

(H.) = I.589 caL/oc.

Thespecificheatvalues(c)forthevariousmaterials

used.inthecalorimeterwereobtainedfromvarioushandbooksand

insomecasesestimatesweremadefromtheavailableinfornation.

It should be noted that, except for graphite and perspex' the

other values need be only approximate since they contribute
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tittle to the overall heat capacities. Frôm Appendix I it can

be seen that the case and element of both the test and reference

calorimeters are nearly identical in mass, heat capacity and

composition. It can now be seen that the original impurities in

the graphite are insignificant compared with those added during

assembly. The impurities have been broadly classified as 'organic'

and rmetallic,. The 'organic' impurity is mainly perspex and may

Suffer from some endothermic reactions. If the thermal defect

of the ,organic, impurity is of the order of IB then the energy

Iost by this effect is less than 0.18, since it constitutes less

ùhan 48 of the mass of the element. The effective atomic nr¡mber

for perspex for pair production is about 6.2 and hence does not

disturb the tissue-equivalence of the system. The effect of the

'metallic' ínpurity is to increase the effective atomic nu¡nber

of the caLorimeter and thus increase the ¿rmount of energy absorbed.

Ho\dever, the amount of this impurity is so small that the increaSe

in the dose rate is insignificant.

Consequently, the measurement of absorbed dose with

the calorímeter wiII simulate the absorption of radiation energy in

a smatl segirnent of a large "tissue-equivalent" material .

Í.f.2 Thermodynamic Considerations.

II.2.1 Possible Approaches.

As in any calorimetry, there are three basic thermodynamic

approaches thaÈ may be considered: (i) Isothermal, where the outside
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wall of the calorimeter is kept at a constant temperature. As

would be expected the heat losses for such a system are great,

possibly as high as 5 to IOt, unless special precuations are taken,

such as using an urtra high vacut ('IQ-storr), reducing heat

transf,er by radiation, using thermal baffles, etc.. (ii) Adiabatic,

where the outside waII teutperature is continuously¡ and usually

automatically, adjusted to remain at the same temperature aS the

calorimeter element. This lowers heat losses but does not allow

for their evaluation and, possible correction. (iii) Quasiadiabatic,

r,{here a guard case is placed around the element and is of the same

material as the element. Both element and case are exposed to

the radiaÈion to the same extent and hence their temperature

rises are closely equal. Heat losses from the element ate low,

although possibJ-y not as low as in the adiabatic system, however

the losses can now be evaluated and the final result corrected

for the effect of cooling. A disadvantage of this method compared

with the others, is that the results must now be taken in a

graphical form, from which the cooling corrections are'obtained.

In the present work the quasiadiabatic approach was

employed, since it is basicalty sirnple and the case also serves

the other functions previously mentioned (refer II.1.2) -
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IT.2.2 Thermal Insulation.

Heat Iosses from the element are further reduced by

enclosing the calori:neters within a vacuum system and operating at

reduced pressure. The design of the vacuum system is very simple.

Triìro vacuum cha¡nbers are used, one to contain the test calori-meÈer

and the other to contain Èhe reference calorimeter. A suitable

vacuum is attained with only a two stage rotary pump, giving an

ultimate pressure of 5 x 1O-3 torr after a 3 hour punping Èi¡re.

Most previous authgrs have used pressures of the order of lO:5 torr

in an endeavour to completely remove heat losses by conduction

through the air. Ho1i/ever, below 1O-3 torr, there is tittle

discernible decrease in the thermal conductivity of the air and losses

by thermal radiaÈion become the most significant f,orm of heat

loss. unless special care is taken to minimize thermal heat

losses then using a pressure below 1O-3 torr is of litÈIe benefit.

The vacuum Chamber walls are chrome plated on the interior,

although not polished. The vacuum charnbers are constructed from

t inch brass and are thermally coupled to give a large heat

capacity. This is, to some extent' an advan|age but also produces

a somevthat large atÈenuaÈion (about 408) of the radiation beam

and consequenÈIy fimits the minimun dose rate that can be measured

with accuracy. The chambers used in this work were readily

available at the timer buÈ, in the future, chambers of overall smaller

size may be employed, possibly with wall thicknesses about L inch.
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The present system, however, proved suitab]-e for the dose rates

encountered during the course of the work described. At leasÈ

onepreviousauthordispensedwiththeneedforusingavacuum

at all. @ODVùIN (1959) use'd Santocell foam insulation which he

consideredgaveasgoodaresultwiththeadvantageofproducing

a more compact and rigld system'

The vacuum chambers were further thermatty insulated

and. housed in a box constructed of 5-pty wood and lined with a

2 inch layer of polyurethane foam, as shown in Figure II'2' This

equipment was mounted, on a metal carriage and was quite portable

enabling it to be moved from room to room' Both the vacuum

cha¡nbers and the carriage were earthed to ground potential'

Correct alignmenÈ wiÈh the radiation machines was achíeved by

means of markers on the outside of the wooden box, which were

determined geometrically and checked radiographically with the

test calorimeter in Position.

].I.2.3 Estimatíon of Thermal consÈants for the cal0rimeter.

. It is exPecLed, from Èhe previous section' that any

changes occurirrg in the ambient room temperature will be much

reduced by the time the effect reaches the calorimeter ele¡nents'

To investigate this effect it was necessary to have at least an

estimate of the thermal constants of the calorimeter. The heat

capacities (H) have alreqdy been considered in section II.l.3'
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The specific heat of graphite (c) varies from O.L6O caL/gm oC at

2ooc to o.t7o ca1/gn oc -t 25oc, that is, a variation of about

L.LZ/IC. In al-l caLculations a value of 0. L65 cal/gm oC has been

used since it corresponds to a typical temperature (-22.5oC)

encountered during the courSe of this work. It is possible to

define a temperature sensitivity of the calorimeter element given

by, dT/dE = I,/m"c : 0.654 oc/caL.

For smal-f temperature differences (T - To) it is well

known that the heat transfer rate (dErldt) can be represented by

equation (rr.1).

IdE:+= -h(r - ro) (rr-1)
A ctt

where A is tne cross-sectional area and h is the total thermal

transfer coefficient for aII of the modes of heat transfer

involved. The product (Ah) = K is referred to as the total

thermal 'conductance' for the given system, keeping in mind that

other forms of heat transfer besides conduction may be involved. To

deÈermine the value of the thermal conductance for the present

system it was convenient to divide the calorimeter into two

separaÈe regions as shown in Figure II.3. The first region is for

heat transfer between the vacuum chamber and Èhe calorimeter case,

which gives Èhe value K1 r ano the second region is for heat transfer

bet\^reen the case ancJ the element, which gives the value K2. The

cletailed cal-culations are shown in Appendix 2 and the final results are:
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Kt : 2. 04 x 1O-2 cal,/secoC

K2 = 0.244 x Lo-2 caL/secoc

Define the constanÈ E, the reciprocal of thermal time constant, by:

g = ä "ec-I
Tlrus, for the case we have Ç L = 4.785 x IO-4 sec-l

and, for the element we have f2 = 15.36 x IO-4 sec-l

AIso define Ezt = I = o. 572 x 1.0-4 sec-I
hl

Note that Ezt is about 2.8% of the value of (q y + l), thus

12r .. G1 + l) is vatid.

Owing to the simiLar design, masses and heat capacity

values, etc., of the test and reference calorimeters iÈ ís assumed

Èhat these values of E are closely similar for both calorimeters.

The thermal conductivity (k) of Èhe graphite was

estimated by a thermal comparator method and was found to be

k = 0.3 cal cm/cm2secoc, thus giving an estimate of Èhe thermal

diffusivity (q) of the graphite.

6, = 5- : l.o em2¡sec
cp

This relatively high thermal diffusivity ensures that no large

temperature differences are set up within the bulk of the calorimeter.

IL.2.4 Eff,ecL of an External Temperature Change upon the Calorimeter
EIement.

In the following analysis it will be shown how a

temperature change of the vacuum chamber wall affects the
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temperature of the calorimeter element. Due to the high thermal

diffusivity of the graphite it is assumed that the temperatures

across both the case and element cross:sections are uniform. ThiS

assumption is verified in section II.4.8. Consider the system

shown in Figure II.3 In the fotlowing derivation we are only

interested in the variations of temperature with respect to the

a¡nbient temperature. Thus, To(t), Tt (t) and T2(t) are the

variations in temperature with respect to the arnbient temPerature,

and furtherrwe have that To(O) = Tt(O) = Tz(O) = 0- Applying the

law of conservation of energy to each region of heat transfer

gives the following equations:

r1,rt{ro(t) - rl(r)}dt = H1r1(t) + K2.lt{r1 (t) - T2(t)}dt ...(rr.2a)
{-

and Kzl;{Tl (t) - 12 (t) }dt - H2r2ft) . . . (rr.zb)

Applylng Laplace Transforms gives, aft6r some reårrangernênt,

ËlI{to(t) - rr(t)} = pÜ{tr(t)} + E2rl{rr(t) - 12(t)} ...(rr.3a)

and Ezl{rr (t) - rz (t) } = pl{rz (t) } ... (rr.3b)

No\^¡ assume that the temperature variation on Èhe vacuum chamber waII

is of the foim of a rectangular pul,se, of height' Tooc and htidth

a secs..

That is, assume To(t) = to{n(t) - H(t - a)}

where H(t) is the Unit Step Function.

Applying Laplace Transforms to equation (II.4a) gives:

¿{ro(r)r=}(r-e-an)

... (rr.aa¡

. . . (rI.4b)
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Solving equations (II.3a), (II.3b) and (II.4b) simultaneouslyl

and making use of the approximation Ç21 << (6t + Ez) ' gives the

following solution for T2 (t) :

r2(r) =ro[r - (#]e-Ett* (#J
-rou(r-a) lL-(k)e:tt 

(t-a)* (#¡.-Ez(t-a)) ''' (rr'5)

Consider the special case when a is short, such that {2a<<Ir and

consi<ier times È ) êr then equaÈion (II.5) is simplified to:

12 (r) = roâ (*) [e-Ert-e-Eztl ' ' ' (rr' 6)

Equation (rr.6) is shown graphically in Figure rr'4' rt can be seen

that the original pulse is smoothed in the process of reaching the

element, with a maximum temperature occuring in the element at a

time t-^-- after the pulse starts on the wall, where t*"* i" given by:
max

- LnE

t)
"-E,

t=
max Ez-Et

In the present calorimeter the maximum temperature rise of the

element is T2(max) = 3 x to-4(Toa)oc about I8.4 minutes after the

pUlse c<-¡uune¡rcerf. For example, consider a pulse with Ts = O"loC and

a = O.I sec., then the effect of this pulse is to increase the

temperature of the element by 7 x I0-8 oC after 10 secs., 7 x IO'7 oC

after I0O secs and a maximum of 3 x 10-6 oC after about 1g'4 minutes'

It will be shown that this temperature rise of the element is not

detectable by Èhe temperature measuring system, even though the

original pulse is much larger than would be expected ever to occur.
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Thus, the thermal properties of the system. as far as external

disturbances are concerned, are quite satisfactory. It has yet

to be shown that the losses from the element, under normal use'

are within tolerable li¡nits (refer II.5).

II.3 Temper ature Measurement SYstem.

II.3.I Temperature Sensors.

The expected temperature rise for a dose of one rad in

the calorimeter element is of the order of only 1O-5oC, and the only

two devices which have sufficient sensitivity to detect such

temperature changes are the thermocouple and the thermistor. The

thermocouple has the advantage of not introducing power into Èhe

systemr by self-heating; buÈ on the other hand it reguires many

junctions to attain an acceptable sensitivity, which in turn

increases both the amount of impurity in the element and the heat

Iosses from the element. Thermocouples are still occasionally

used, but since thermistors have a greater sensitivity per unit

tnass, they are now preferred in this fietd.

The variation of resistance (n*A) of a thermistor with

temperature (ror) is given by an equation of the form:

R- = R-eB/T ... (rr.7)
1'

\,ühere BCoK) and R-(fì) are constants depending on the given type of

thermistor" The thermistors employed in this work are STC Èype M15,

havingnominalresistance values of IOOkQ at 2OoC and 79"Skfl at 25oC,
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or alÈernatively having B = 405OoK and R-= 0.0995O. The thermistors

were purchased as a matched pair (within It) which helps to overcome

the problems of changes in ambient temperature, thermistor self-

heating,etc..I,AUGHLINandGENNA(1956)haveshownthatifthe

effect of mismatch of the thermistors is to be negligible (<0'14)

then they must be matched to within IB. The temperature sensitivity

of the thermistors (p) is readily obtained from equation (II'7) '
aR_

ß = # /Rx= -s/tz ...(rr.8)

The value of B for the thermistors used in this work were experimentally

determined ancl found to be B = 4O79oK (0.7å from the nominaf value).

Thus, the sensitivity of these thermistors is 4.692/oC at 22oC. The

temperature variation of thermistor sensitivity is obtained from

equation (rr.e¡.

ðB = zs/t3 ... (II.9)
AT

rn the present case we have a value of O. o3""/oc2 al 22oc, or

aÌternatively a change of o.6z/oc in the above value of ß. Thus

thc variation of the thermistor sensi t-ivity With temperature is

quite small, and for the temperature ranges encountered during a

normal measurement (<10-2oc) the value of ß can be considered

constant to a very good approximation.

The M15 thermistor is a bead type encased in glass with

a copper disc backing which can be simply prised off without harm

to the thermistor. The resufting thermistor has a diameter of about

2 mm. The thermistor leads were insulated with varnish and the
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thermistors firmly embedded, with a mixture of silicone grease and

powdered graphite, into the holes provided in the respective

catorimeter elements.

II.3.2 Temperature Measuring Circuit'

There are two possible techniques which may be used'

A single calorimeter may be employed' where it is endeavoured to

determine accurately the energy absorbed by measuring the temperature

rise of the element and correcting fot energy l0sses, thermistor

self-heating, etc.. Such an approach is usually coupled with the

isothermalsystem,withthecalorimetersurroundedbyatemperature

controlled bath. The other technigue is to use two nearly identical

calorimeters in similar environments, where only one of the calori-

meters is irradiated and the other is a reference. In this differen-

tial system we do not have to correct for thermistor self=heating'

changes in anrbient temperature, etc' '

T}reclifferentialapproachisusedint'hiswork,with

the thermistors included in opposite arms of a D'C' !{heatstone

bridge, as shown in Figure Il'5' The fixed resistance arms'

nl and R2, are 0.IMf2 (nominal) steps on a "Yel¡tt'I¡ltf¿ precision

resistance box type lrlMT. The variable resistance, ôR, is a "Pye"

decade resistance box with a maximu¡n resistance of l1'1105ì in stèps

oflft,withaprecisionoflO.lE.Thebridgeisexcitedbyeither'

1, 2 of 3 Hg cells as desired, each with a no¡ninal voltage of
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1.35 volLs. 'l'he ¡,olar-ity of the potential can be reversed during

measurements to a1low for correction of any thermoefectric effects

present in the bridge. The output of the bridge is detected by a

"Keith1ey" millimicrovoltmeter type 149 which is supplied from the

mains through a constant voltage transformer. One side of the

bridge is earthed through the output of the millimicrovoltmeter.

The meter has a nominal input resistance of 101{O for the range used.

The output of the meter is passed through a potential drop network

to a "Yokagavra" mulÈichannel chart recorder, which gives a print

out at 5 second intervals. The Hg ce1ls, switches and resistive

components of the bridge are housed in a thermally and electrically

shielded box, which is at earth potential. The calorimeters are

connected to the remainder of the bridge by means of a l2-core

non-microphonic cabLe. Care has been taken to shield the circuit

from external noise, but the limit of the bridge sensitivity is set

by the thermal noise of the thermistors and connecting cable.

AJ-though the thermistors have a high temperature sensitivity,

unfortunately. they also have a high noise factor due to their

complex chemical composition. The measured noise, with the thermis-

tors shorted out of the bridge by fixed 0"l}44 tesistors contained in

the shielded box, was about +0.5!V¡ which is close to the value

expected from the Johnson noise equation using a frequency band-

width of 100 c/s. The noise wiÈh the thermistors in the bridge

\^7as measured to be about t3UV.
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II.3.3 Bridge Potential and Thermistor Self*Heating.

There is not great freedom in the choice of the bridge

potentíal. On the one hand an attempt should be made to use as

large a potential as possible, since the bridge sensitìvity is

directly proportional to this potential (refer II.3.4). On the

other hand the thermistor self-heating increases with the square of

the bridge potential. The thermistor self-heating introduces a

number of consid,erations. (i) The time taken for the syster to

reach thermal equilibrium after being turned on. rt was found that

with r Hg cerl the systern took à hour to reach usable equiribrium,

while wiÈh 2 and 3 cells ít took I and 2 hours respectively.

(ii) The temperature difference between the thermistor and the

element must remain essentiarly constant so that an increase in

the temperature of the element wirr produce an equal temperaÈure

rise in the thermistor. LAUGHLTN and GENNA (1956) have derived a

relationship which gives the maximum bridge potential that can be

used for the disturbance, due to a change i.n For¡rer dissipation ín

the thermistor, to be less than o.tt of the change in temperature

that is to be measured. The condition is:

.r*.* < (16.8 x to-3)+ ... (rr.ro)

where u*"* i" the maximum permissible bridge potentiar, K1 is the

thermal conductance for heat transfer between the thermisÈor bead

and the element, and R'¡ and ß are the resistance and the temperature

sensitivity of the thermistor, respectively.
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The value of .*.* was estimated by two methods' (a) From the

di_nensions of the ther¡nistor, and assuming the thermistor glass had

a thermal conductivity of 2 x l0-3caL cm/cmz".coc. This gave a

value of Kt=O.03 cal/secoc, which in turn gave the maximum

permissible voltage as approximately 30 volts. (b) From the graph

output, assuming that the observed time delay was due to the thermal

barrier around the thermistor' A time detray of the order of 5

secondswasobserved,whichcorrespondedtoatemperaturedifference

of about 12 x IO-SoC for a po\^/er dissipation of about t3 x 10-6

caL/sec.. These gave a value of Kr=O'l cal'lsecoc' which in turn

gave the maximum permissible voltage as approximately 55 volÈs'

Owing to the irregular geometry involved the first estimate was

difficult and the value of the maximum permissible voltage obtained

wasconsideredaminimum.Thesecondestimatewasalsodifficult

since the observed time delay may not have been due entirely to

the thermar barrier, and the value of vortage obtained by this method

was considered a maximum' Howeverf in practice' the bridge

potential used was lower than either of the above two maximum

permissible values. (iii) The power dissipation in the thermistor,

duetoself-heating,shou].dbeareasonablylowvaluecomparedwith

the radiation power being measured. Since the differential system

was employed this \^Ias noÈ a critical consideration. The order of

magnitude òf the radiaÈion dose rate was 40 rad/min = 6.2 x 10-5

joule,/sec.. one Hg cell produced a thermisto:: selt--heating rate
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of 7% of the radiation dose rate, while 2 and 3 Hg cells produced

30t and 66ç" of. the raoiation dose rate, respectively.

lhe question of thernal equilibrium was consídered,

in some detail. The temperature of the thermistor, and the

element, increases until it reaches such a value that the rate of

energy loss from the elemenÈ equals the rate of energy dissipation

by the thermistor. If the thermistors and calorimeters were

perfectly matched then the transient temperature variations would

occur equally in both and hence the effect of the transients would

not be observed in the output of the bridge. Such an ideal is

virtually impossible to attain in practice, thus the output of the

bridge will vary somewhat until both thermistors reach their own

equilibrium temperatures in their own times. It is of interest

to see how the calorimeter temperature varies with time, both for

the element and for the case. Since the thermal transfer constants

are not accurately known it is not possibre to distinguish between

the test or the reference calorimeters. The foltowing analysis

applies to a system containing a single calorimeter and, as such,

shows the maximum times that are required for the system to come to

equilibrium.

As r¡tas done in section fI .2.4, assume that the teurperature

distributions over the graphite sections are uniform and that the

temperaÈures T1 (t) and T2 (t) are with respect to the ambient
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temperature. Let the rate of power dissipation due to thermistor

self-heating be P2 caL/sec, which can be considered a constant to

a goad approximation. using the same notation as in Fi,gure II.3

and applying the law of conservation of energy to each region of

heat transfer' gives the following eguations:

P2l- = 12T 2ft) + K2lt{T2(t) - rt (t) }dt .. - (r¡.rla)

K2l!{r2 (t) - 11 (t) }dt = Ç1r1 (t) + <1/jtr (t)dt ... (rr-11b)
-o

Equations (rI.lla) and (II.IIb) are readily solved using Laplace

Transforms, together with the approximation that {21 << 1¿¡ + E2),

to give:

rr (t) ='+(, - (:? - )"-EtÈ * t=1 .- I ,-Ert) ... (rr.12a)
Kt' EZ - Lt 12 - tL

and

T2 (t) = P2 (h . *r) ¡t - A"-Ef - ae-Ezt) . . . (¡r.rzb)

EztEzwhere A=6

and þ= f= 
g1=)l,r-=E2l 

I'e2r + t1/ t'- Ez - Ç7)

Define the functions F1 (t) and F2 (t) by the relationships:

rr (r) = tþrr ttl = 11 (-)F1 (t)

12 (t) - ", 
(h . þ Fz (t) = 12 (-) F2 (t)

The functions F1 (t) and F2 (t), which show the relative

íncreases in temperature with time of the case and element res-

pecÈivelyf are shown graphically in Figure II.6 for the present

calorimeter with A -- O. I55 and B = 0.845. For the case when 2 Hg

cells are used, Pz = 4.8 x 1o-6 caL/secr then the final equilibrium

temperatures are, for the element, 12 (') = 22 x 1O-4oC and f'or
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the case, T1(-) = 2 x 1O-4oC. The time it takes for the system to

reach any d,esired state of equilíbrium can be estimated from the

slope of tt¡e function F2 (t) , or more precisely, from the differentÍal

of equation (Ir.L2b') with respecÈ to Èime, tåat is' fron:

In the present calorjmeter the output of the bridge must not vary by

morethanabout3pV/min,thatis,theelementtemperature¡nustnot

vary by more than about IO-6oC/sec.. By considering equation (If'13)

it can be determined that this rate of temperature variation is

reached for the single calorimeter system about 2L hours after

switching the bridge on. In the Present twin calorimeter systeut

the time to reach this state of equilibrium is only one hour, hence

the use of the twin system is justified'

Further, for the single calorimeter system' the elenent

tenperature variation is about 1.5 x 1o-Soc/sec. after one hour,

while for the actuar twin calorimeter the rate is about 1 x 1o-6oc/9,ec'

or only about 88 of that for the singte system. Thus, the test and

reference calorimeters are at least reasonably matched'

II.3.4 Bridge Sensitivity and Linearity'

TheequationforÈhe.out.of-balance.voltageofthe

!{heatstone brídge is:
eF (RrRs - R2Rr)

'l) = (n1 + nz) (&RS + RTt + RSr) + R1R2 (RT + RS)
... (rr.14)
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where the symbols are defined in figure II.5. In practice the

values of R1 and R2 are within 28 of each other, hence we can put,

RI = R2 = Rr âr¡d equation (rr.f4) becomes:

,, _ re (Rs - R.r) ... (rI.I5)- (Rr + ns) (R + 2r) + 2RrRs

The sensitivity of the bridgelo vott'/Q/voLL) to changes

in the test thermistor resistance c¿¡n be defined by:

1rðu r

-l-lel ãRtl
I

(A\'+BRr+c)

(R+2Rs+2r)2

... (rr.16)õ

where: A = 2Rrr(R+Rs+2r)

- (n+2Rc+2r)(2r+n)r=@
R.(2r + R)2c = t;:ft-* *rlll1

The value of O is dependent on the ambient temperature, through Rgr

and is relatively índependent of the value of r. Figure II.7 shows

o as a function of Rr, for three values of Rr. A typical value of

o being 2"75pV/S)/voIt at an ambient temperature of 22'soc'

The linearity of response of the bridge can be determíned

by differentiating equation (II"16) with respect to temperaÈure,

giving:

'DõlY""/'| =oßRT(2ARr+B) "'(rr'r7)

Substituting numerical values gives a value of 4.7Y/oC. Consequently,

or¡er the temperature range encountereO during a measurement, the

variation in bridge sensitivity is <0.058, and can be neglected.
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AnalternativeexPressionforthebridgesensitivity

(o' voLE/Q/voLE) can be defined by putting RT = R, in equation

(II.14) and subsequently differentiating the resultant equation

with respect to R1, giving:
Io, = |tftr = ... (rr.18)

(A'Rl' + BrRl + c')

where: A!

1¡* + 2r ) (Rr' + 2r + 2F.t)
Bt= r(n, + 2r +'rt2

. Rz 1¡,, + 2r) 2c'=@
The value of o' is essentially independent of both the ambient

temperature and the value of r. For this sensitivity we obtain the

value of 2.39vv/A/voLE. This sensitivity is irnportant since it can

be readil_y checked by varying the value of ôR in the arm of R1.

Experimentally, o' v/as found to be (2.36 t 0'05) vv/Q/voLE' The

agreement is satisfactory and confirms that the bridge is functioning

correctlY.

II.4 Calibration Method.

II"4.1 A¡>proach"

Therehavebeenanr¡¡njcerofapproachesmadetotheproblem

of the calibration of calorimeters. some previous authors have

calibrated Èheir instruments against standard ionization cha¡nbers'

and at least one used the more indirect method of calibrating against

a standard radiation fi-eld. These methods tend to defeat one of the
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main advantages of calorimeters, namely the ability of determining

absorbed dose directly in terms of fundamental quantities. However

if these types of calibration procedures are carried out aÈ photon

energies where ionization methods are still applicable, then they at

Ieast guarantee that Èhe calorimeter, when extended into the multi-

million volt range, will give results which are continuous with the

ionization methods. A further advantage with these methods is that

the anount of impurities (i.e. nor¡-tissue-equivalent materials) in the

calorimeter, both case and ele¡nent, is reduced.

The majority of previous authoïs have used an electrical

method of calibration which depends upon the Joule heating effect in

a known resistance. In this method there are two further approaches

that can be used, both with the intention that the electric heating

should ctosely simulate the heating produced dtrring tshe absorption

óf radiati.on energy" The most conmon method is to use discrete

heating wires of known resistance which are in good thernal

contac-u with the absorbing material, but are not always within the

bulk of the material. Some authors have thought that the discrete

heaters would. not simulate the radiation absorption closely enough

and have tried Èo achieve closer simulation by using conducÈing

(and usualiy tissue-equivalent) plastics as the absorbing materialn

and then passing the calibration current through the bulk of the

Çalorimeter. The use of tissue-equivalent plastics vras discussed in

Section II.I.1. It is also possible that the resistance values of
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such materials may not be sufficiently stable for stanoard purposes,

perhaps depending upon such factors as surface condition, Èemperature'

humidity, etc.. It is also not obvious that the use of conducting

plastics will in fact give cfoser simulation of the absorption of

radiation energy trran the discrete heater method'

ThepresentcalorimeteremploysÈhediscreteheater

approach and it wiII be shown that this method gives a reasonable

approximation to the temperature field produced by radiation heating'

II.4.2 CalibraÈion Circuit-

Since the calorimeter is in two sections, case and

element, which are thermally insulated from each other, it is

necessary to have a separate heating coil in both, The positions of

the two heating coils within the calorimeters are shown in Figure II'I'

while the calibration circuit is shown in Figure II.8. The ratio of

the currents passing through each coil must be such as to Produce

equal rates of temperature rise in the case and the ele¡nent, d'S is

the situation during radiation exposures. This condition is achieved

by the correct selectj-on of the weighting resistance (Rw) ín the

el-ement heater arm. The }imiting resistance (Rr,) allows various

efectric dose rates to be obtaíned, and is usually selected so that

the electric .d,ose rate is close to the radiation dose rate being

measured. Calibration 'exposure times' are made with a manual knife

switch and are timed against a calibrated stop\l7aÈch. The 'exposure
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times, are usually about 5 minut,es wíth an estimated uncertainty of

lO.It.TheelementheaÈercurrentisdeterminedbymeasuringthe

potential drop across the weighting resistance with a "Carnbridge"

precision potentiometer type 7565. Both the weighttng resistance

and the measured potential are kriown with an uncerÈaínty of tO'I*'

Hence the power dissipated in the element heater can be determined

with accePtable accuracy.

II.4.3 Practical Details.

The element heater consists of one spiral coil of 48 swc

eureka wire with a nominal resistance of looQ. The leads to this

heater ate 45 SWG copper wire. The case heater consists of four

spiral coils of 36 SWG eureka wire, connecteo in parallel, with a

nominal resistance of 3.8f1 . The leads to this heater are 44 sl'¡G

copper. The heaters are embedded in the bulk of the case a¡rd ele¡nent

material . Ti'ris ís done by winding the given coil in a spiral

groove on the ínner cylindrical sectionn then fillíng the groove

with lAquadag' (colloidal graphite in water) and finally placing a

tight fitting outer annular'section over the inner section, to form

ei.ther the case or the efement. The placement of the heater coils

was checked radiograPhicallY"

The resistances of the copper leads, from the eureka heaters

to the vacuum shamber leadthroughs, are a small fraction (<IC) of the

values for the heaters and. the heat produced in them is assumed to
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eventually pass into the calorimeter. The resistances of the copper

leads can only be further reduced at the expense of increasing

thermal l-osses along them. The wire gauges selected are consiciered

to provide a compromise between low resistance ancr low thermal-

conductance. From the vacuum chamber leadthroughs, the calibration

circuit passes al-ong the l2-core ca-ble, which also conveys the

temperature measuring leads.

The resistance values of the heater coils' measured at the

vacuum chamber leadthrougns, and of the heater coils plus cable,

measured at the shielc¡ed box, were determi-ned by two methods. The

first vras to compare the unknown resistance with a secondary standard

resistance using the Cambridge Precision potentíometer. The accuracy

of this method depencis essentially upon the calibration of the reference

resistances, which was +0.1"¿ in this case. The second ¡neÈhod was

to use a "Wayne Kerr Universal Bridge" type B22Ir which had a

specified accuracy of +0.I%. Both method,s were intercompared and

found to give results consistent within Èheir tolera¡rces" In the

original calorimeter excessive lengths of eureka wire were left

emerging from the graphite bulJ< (about 4 m¡n). This produced a

relatively large heating effect outside of the graphiÈe bulk which,

Loge+*her with the low thermal conductivity of the eureka, gave some

concerr¡ as to wheÈher alt of the heating effect external of the graphite

should be included in tne total heat,ing effect produeed within the

calorimeter. During the course of this work the eureka leads were
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shortened (to a-bout I nun) which caused the resistance values to

change. The resistance values were measured on a number of occasions,

for the two models, and are listed in Appendix 3.

II.4.4 Estimation of Weighting Resistance.

If the povùer dissipated in the element heater is p" and,

in the case heater, is pc then their ratio (pc/pe) must be egual to

the ratio of, their heat capacities (U¡/n). Using the notation shown

in Figure II.8 we have the condition that:
+ +Rl

Rc + Rrc .:. (rr.t9)

The varues of the heat capacities are in Appendix I and the values of

the heater resistances in Appendix 3. The caLculated varue of

Rw for calorimeter r \'ùas found to be 2r.7e but, for convenience, a

value of 22.0f1 was used. For calorimeter rr the carculated varue

of Rw was 24.5Q while the value used was 25.0CI. The uncertainties

in the calcul-ated values of R* are of the order of +IfJ.

f.I .4.5 Calibration Equations.

The energy proctuced when a current i" (arnp¡ flows through

the element heater of resi-stance R.(e) for a time t (sec) is:

!j = (i2eRet) joule

The electric dose to the erement of mass m.(9rn) is thus:

o = 1t2es-tlos.; rad ... (rr.2o)fret

tF") 'te*J = f#)
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substituting numerical values give the following equations:

Catorimeter r Dose (rad) = (0.128?) v2 (mv) t (min) ' ' ' (II' 20a)

carorimeter rr Dose (rad) = (o' 0947) tt2 (tnv) t (min) ' ' ' (rr ' 20b)

The uncêrtaÍnties in these calculated electric doses are t0'6t'

The heater wire gauges set a limit to the maximum

current that the heater coil can safely pass and this sets a

trimit to the maximum electric dose rate that can be obtained' The

element heater cah carry up to 3 mA, while the case heater (four

wires in parallel) år, ".rry 
I4O nA. The dose rate ís thus limiÈed,

by the ele¡nent heater, to a maximum of about 500 rad/min" which

is more than sufficient for present needs. usually an elernent

current of <l ¡nA suffices, corresponding to dose rates of

<60 rad,/min. "

rr. 4. 6 Simulation' of Electric Calibration to Radiation t'leasurement'

Às mentioned earlier the calibration t'emperature

ciistribution should be effectively the same as the texnperature

distribution due to the absorption of radiation energy. since

this problem has not been previously investigated by other workers

in this field¿ it is examined in so¡ne detail in the following

sections. It wilt be appreciated that an exact analysis of the

situation would be prohibitively difficutt and that certain

simplifications wiII be necessary to make reasonable progress.
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Before the temperature distribution, due to the radiationr cârl

be determinea it is at first necessary to derive an approximate

dose distribution for the circular cross-section of the calorimeter'

As mentioned in section II.I.2 the 2 nm gap between the element

and tire case causes negligible disturbance to the radiation field'

and thus , fot the purpose of determining the dose distribution'

the gap is neglected.

Consider the geometry shown in F'igure II'9'

Point P(r,O) = P(y,0) is a general point within the calorimeter

where the dose is to be determined' Point S is the source of

radiation and sQP is the path of the ray passing through point P

from the source. The dose at point P is determined by three main

factors, namely (i) the inverse sguare i,aw attenuation of the prímary

lream, which is i¡rversely proportional Eo y2, (ii) the absorption of

the primary beam after passing through a thickness x of the

calorimeter material. which is proportional to exp(-ux), where

¡r is the Iinear absorption coefficient for the graphite (for

ao60y-radiation, U = 0.0427 "*-l) 
and finally (iii) the scattered

radiation. AÈ photon energies >I MeV the backscatter is of the

order of 2z of the maximum forward scatter, and side scatter is

simij"arly sinall. As a simplification, it is assumed that only

forward scatter occurs and that it, is given by a factor of the

form: [f + U{f - exp(-ax) }). The form of this factor was determined
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from data given by JOHNS (1956) and the constants were estimated

to be: a = 0.46 cn-l and b = 0.10, for the present geometry-

Conbining the above three facùors gives Èhe absorbed

dose at point P as:

Dose c (y-2) ("-l'*) {t + b(L - e-t*) } ... (rr.2La)

In practice, the absorbed dose is experimentally determined at

the centre of the calorimeter, so the dose given by equaÈion

(II.21a) is normalized to the dose at the point o, that is, Do.

Then equation (rr.2Ia) can be rewritten as:

oose (r,0) = o (3) 2{"-! (x-d) ' ¡l+b (I-e-il)'-o.y, *'i [ififümy' " ' (rr '2Lb)

rsodose curves were determined with equation (II.2Lb) ,

together with the aid of some elementary geometry and the resultíng

distribution is shown in figure II.10. A value of z = 67 cm

was used in the calculations, corresponding Èo the source-to-

centre distance used on Èhe "Orbitron" Telecurie Unit. The

Iocation of the electric heater coils is sl¡own for comparison.

It would. appear at this stage Èhat the two distributions are quite

different. Furthermore the dose distribution is far from uniform,

with a maxímum difference of 34% between the doses at thå front and

back faces. Such a ciistribution would be difficult to si-mulate, if

required, by usíng either a discrete heater system or conducting

plast.ic.
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TI-.4.7 Temperature Distribution Due to Radiation Field.

The basic equation Èo be solved ís the "General Heat

Conduction Equation".

V2t (xry ,z rE)

where: T(xryrzrt) is the temperature distribution to be

q(x,y,z) is the 'source strength' distribution,

the distribution of the energy deposited per

volume per unit time, and

k and o are the thermal conductivity and the dif

respectively, of the graphite.

In Èhe present problem an exact analytical solution of

this equation is impossible due to Èhe complex source distribut,ion.

To estimate the transient temperature disÈribution in the present

case resort must be made to numerical methods¡ as shown by

SCHNEIDER (1957). The general approach is to consider the cross-

section of tire calorimeter as being couered by a circular grid

network, as shown in Figure II.l1, then the transient state heat

balance for a general nodal point on this grid,, of volur¡e V, is

given by the following difference eguation:

-lr,Ar.At + qv^t = cpVAT' .." (rr.23)
i

... (Îf .22',)

determined,

that is,

unit

fusivity,
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the Matrix Notation (i,j) ' where:

j * t to m are the angular positions, and

i -+ I to n are the rad,ial positions.
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where 3 AT. is the temperature difference between the nodal point in
l-

question and the ith neighbouring nodal point'

AT' is the increase in ternperature of the nodal point in

question during the time interval At, and

) is the thermal conductance between the nodal

point in question and the ith neighbouring nodal point'

with .C. being the appropriate path length and A- the
..,- ' r

appropriate cross-sectional area.

Vlith the aid of equation lfr'23) it is possible to

generate a difference equation for each nodal point on the grid

network, where q is known at each nod'al point from the dose

distribution determined in section f.L.4.6, and having due consideration

to the bounOarY conditions.

Inthepresentproblemthecalorimeterisdividedinto

three regions of interest, namely the element (circular) cross-

section, the case (a¡'r¡ular) cross-section and the case end (circular)

cross-section. Equation (II.23) is greatly símplified by using a

togarithmic network which prod,uces curvilinear squares, thus making

$./f"i) = I for aIl nodal points. Also, since k, the thermal

conductivity of the graphite, is independ,ent of position, then

wecanputKí=koutsideofÈhesummationsigninequation(II.23).

unfortunaÈeIy, however, the logarithmic spacing produces a crowding

of the nodal poinÈs as the radii are decreased, and when applied

Ki = ki(.l./r,i
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to a circular cross-section produces an infinite nu¡nber of nodal

points. To overcome this effect each circular cross-section was

assuned to be annular, with the inner boundary coinciding with a

grid circle, which was of negligible size. AIso, the grid net-

work applied to the annular case cross-sect,ion did not exactly

coincide Ìrith the inner boundary of Èhe case. The difference

was small and assumed negligii¡Ie. The grid networks used are

sho\átn in Figure II.1I. Due to the symmetry of the cross-sections,

about the direction of the incident radiation, it was possible to

sinplify the computations by consiciering only half of each. It was

assr¡med that all boundaries of each of the three cross-sections

were perfectly adiabatic. This vtas a good approximation since, as

will be shown in section II.5, the element loses less than 18 of

its absorbed energy \rthile the case loses about 7%.

From Figure II.1I it can be seen that, there are three

basic difference equations involved, depending upon the position of

the nodal ¡:oint under consideration. They are, after some

rearrEmgement:

corner poinÈs: rr(],1) = 4oi (rQ,1)+r(1 ,U+{ù - z}t(r,r.¡)+Q(1,1)

edge points: T'(!,21 = Or (r(1,1)+r(I,3)+4r (2,2't+(* - 6)T(I ,Ð)+9(L,2')et

int,erior points : T' (2,2) = Oz [t(I,2)+T(3,2)+T(2,3)+T (2,L)+(* - ÐT(2,Ð)v2

+ 9(2 '2)
I7
1

0
L

where we define: roAt,r roÀtrt-v, = tAAz/
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and, e(i,j) =#0.=Ð(34 the 'source temperature' at (irj)

with D(i,j) being the calêulated dose rate at (i,j), using

Do = 39.0 radrlmin., and B = 3.982 x 10-B (calrlgm sec)/ (rad,/min).

There is a condition i:nposed on the allowable values of

0.. The first law of thennodynamics requires that T'(i,j) ) t(i,j),
].

at all nodal points and at al-l times. For a given network this

condition specifies the ma><imum value of At which may be used. For

stability and converçJence of the results it is best to select a

value of 0. as small as possible, but this gives very small values
I-

of At which in turn requires a prohibitively large number of

calculations. Values of Ât were selected, for each cross-section,

which satisfied Èhe condition for 0, a titÈIe beÈter than minJmally

and the values are shown in table II.2. The calculations were

prograrrmed in Fortran IV' and performed with Èhe aid of a computer.

The initial condition was that all T(irj) = 0, ând equilibrium was

attained when {T'(t,I) - T'(1,m) } -- {T(1,I) - 1(I,m) }.

The resulting temper.àture distributions, when equilibrir.¡¡n

is reached, are shown in Figure 1I.L2. Êoth the periods during

which the transients occurred, and the final temperature gradients

are very small , as can be seen in Table lr-z.
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Table II.2

Values of Time Incre¡nents used in the Determination of

the Temperature Distributions due to Radiation Absorption,

and the Resultant Times Èo reach Equilibrium and the

Mæ<imum Temperature Differences, fox each Cross-section.

Values of Ât used(secs)¡

Time to reach equilib-

rium (secs) I

Ma<imurn temperature

difference (oc):

Element

25 x 10-6

27 x LO-4

Case Annulus

-1.5x10r

535x10+

Case End

I x 10-2

95 x 1O-2

2.3 x to-9 1.6 x 1o-7 2.0 x 10-6

After the initial transients have ceased, further addition

of energy simply raises the average temperature of the calori-

meter at a rate proportional to the rate of absorption of the radiation

energy. Figure II"13 shows how the percentage temperature distribution

varies tÀtlth tlme, 1n the direction of the íncident radiation. From

Figure II.13 it can be seen that Èhe percentage tenperature dist-

ributions are essentially flat (< It) within I second for the element

and case end cross-sections, and by I0 seconds for the case annulus

cross-section. In practice, since the temperaÈure measuring equipment

has a time constant of the ord,er of 5 second,s, the temperature dist-

ributíon can be considered as uniform at all si-gnificant times, even

though the dose distril¡ution is far from uniform. It must now be

determined whether the electric calj-bration heating stjmulates this

effect.
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II.4.8 Temperature Distribution Due to Electric tteaÈirig.

As in the previous section the calorimeter is divided

into three regions of interest, each with adiabatic boundary

conditions. It is also necessary to assume that the thermal

resistance between the heater coils and the graphite is negligible.

In this analysis, due to the discrete heat source, an analytical

solution is possible for each of the three cross-sections considered.

The method is due to Kelvin and involves the aPplication of Èhe

principle of the 'instantaneous point source of heat in a material

of infinite extent'.

It can be shown that the following equation is a solution

of Èhe general heat conduction equatíon (CARSLA$Í and JAEGER, 1959).

r(x,y,z,EJ = #.T2.-{ 
(x->r')2+(v-Y'¡2+(z-z')2}/+ut ... (rr.24)

This equation gives Èhe temperature disÈribution, due to an instan-

taneous point source of strength Q at point (x', y', z') at ti:ne

t = O, as a function of time. Vúherc cl is thc thermal diffusivity

of the conducting material and the total quantity of heat liberated

by the source is given by Qpc.

rntegrating equation (r-r.24) wiÈh respect to time,

gives the solution for the problem of a conÈinuous point source

which releases heat at the rate q(t)pc per unit from t = 0

to t = t, at the point (x', yu, z'). Integratirrg equation (fi.24')
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vtith respect to the appropriate space variables gives the solution

for the problem of the instantaneous distributed source. To

obtain solutions for a finite medium use is made of Green's

Functions. The solutions which are appropriate for the present

case, in cylin<irical coordinates, were obtained f¡rom CAF*SLAW and

JAEGER (1959), with slight rnodifications.

l. The sqlution for a cylinder of infinite axial exÈent, ú<rca,

with a continuous distributed source at r = rr, with adiabatic

boundary conditions

.,r-r={-[t+f
?TA

IS:

Jo (rßn) Jo (r'ß¡) 1t - e-oßnt) 1 ... (rr.2s)
L Jo2(aßrr) + Jt2 (aßrr) a92

n

where q(t) - q is the source strength per unit axial length (a

constant independent of time in the present problern) and Êrr,are

the roots of Jr (aß) = 0.

Equation (fI.25) was applied to the element and case

end cross-sections, and the resul"ts were normalized to the average

LetnperaLure a¡rd expressed as a percentage. The percentage

temperaÈure disÈributions are shown in Figure LT.L4, for various

times after commencing heat production. The values of r,, a and q

used in the calculations are shown in table II.3"
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Tab.l-e II. 3

Values of the Constants used in the Determination of the

lemperature Distributions due to Electric Calibration, for

each Cross-section.

cross section a (cm) b (cm)

3.0

r' (cm)

o.4

2.O

2.O

q(oc cm2,/sec)

27.57 x 10-6

366.1 x 10-6

366.1 x 10-6

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

element

case end

case annulus

0

3

I.0

nz 1y2_a2)
4a

I

0

2. The solution for an annufar cylinder of infinite axial extent,

acrcb, with a continuous distribuÈed source at t = r t, with

adiabatic boundary conditions is:

t = ;oft;rt (. *
b l-.-oÊt2 ) ...(rr.26)I

2

1Iì=
J1 ,r) -Jt (bßn)

where

'n (ro(r'ßrr)v1 (aßrr)-yo(r'ß,r),r1 (aÊrr)) (,rotro,rlvl (aß,r)-vo(rßrr),r1(aBrr))

and p' are rhe roots of (,r1(aß)Y1 (bß)-Y1(aß)Jr (bß)) = o

or atrernatively (,r1t*ly1(Àx) - Y1(x)J1 (lx)) = o

wherex=aßandÀ=b,/a.

Equation (rI.26) was applied to the case annulus ar¡d the

::esulting percentage temperature distribution is shown in Figure II.14.

Ti¡e constar¡ts used in the calculation are shown in table II.3-

The percentage t-emperature distributions for each of

the three cross-sections is somewhat as expected, From Figure II.14

it can be seen that after a short initial transient period the

actual temperature differences between any two poínts remains
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constant and only tl¡e average temperature increases with the

further addition of energy. The important result however, is that,

while the initial distribution shapes are far from those in the

case of radiation heating, the distributions once again become

essentially uniform (< Is) at significant times (>10 secs). From

the graphs i't can be seen that the temperature on the outside

surface of the element is, at all times' very close to that on

the inside surface of the case annulus, and that the temperature
I

at Èhe centre of the element is always close to the average

temperature, as would be desired in both cases. The numerical

soluÈion of equations (I1.25) and (II.26) were also performed with

the aid of a computer.

The effect of changes in the values of (i) e and (ii) t',

upon the percentage temperature distributions, were investigated

for design purposes. In the case of (í) the value of o was only

an esti¡nate, since the thermal conductivity of the graphite was

not accuraÈely measured. An increase in the value of o would be

to the advantage of the system, but a decrease would not be so.

The result of ciecreasing o, from I.0 to 0.5 is essentially to

double the scale of the percentage temperature a:<is, while

retaining the same distributiorr shapes" It was concluded that the

chosen absorbing material would require a value of s>0.5 to be

abLe to simulate the absorption of radiation energy for the present

sinple heater coi] arrangement. In the case of (ii) it was at
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first thought that the best rr varues for the heater coirs would

be such that the coils divided the respective cross-sections into

two regions of equal heat capacities. The heater positions

necessary to do this, for each of the cross-secÈions, are:

element rt = 0.57 cm, case annulus r. = 2.24 cm and case end

t' = 2.12 crn. The present method of placing the case coil

requires thaÈ the value of r' for the case annulus and the case end

be the sarne, hence the average value of 2.1g cm was used for their
positions. The percentage temperature distributions were

determined for these heater positions and are shown in Figure rr.l4
as dotted lines. rt is apparent that the distributions in this

case are not as good as those actualry used. the most obvious

defects are that the temperature difference between the element

wall and the case inner wall has been increased and the teurperatu:re

at the centre of the case end is rower, Èhus increasing heat

losses from the eremenÈ during the transient period,; arso the

temperature at the centre of the e1e¡nent is further from'the average

Èemperature. These effects are, however, only significant during

the short tra¡¡sienÈ period after which arr of the dístributions

become essentially flat.

Thus it was concruded that the heater positions are not

criticar, other than that they be within the bulk of the absorbing

¡nateriar and not wound on, or near, the surface" The value of c,
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the thermal diffusivity, appears to be the main factor and some

care should be taken wiÈh regard to this factor when choosing

the absorbing material of the calori¡neter.

II.5 Thermal Linearitv of Svste¡n.

II.5.1 General Considerations.

In this section the overall response of the system is

consídered, especially with regard to thermat linearity. There

are three main steps, each involving the question of linearity

of resp,onse, between the absorption of energy in the element and

the recording of a response on the chaÈt recorder'

(i) Energy deposited in the element produces an increase in

temperature of the ele¡nent, änd thermistor. Because of heat

Iosses the temperature rise may not vary linearly with abSorbed

dose.

(ii) The temperature increase of the thermistor produces a change

in its resistance. This response was seen to be línear over a

reasonable temperature range in section fI.3.l-"

(iii) The resistance change of the thermistor produces an 'out-

of-balance¡ voltage of the bridge, which is recorded. This

response was also seen to be linear, although over a more

restricted range of temperature than for (íi)r in section II.3.4.

Thus, as far as the overall tinearity of response of

the system ie concetrneo, it is necessary to examine (i) above.
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Thatisritremainstoseehowthetemperatureoftheelement

variesunoerexPosuretoeitnerradiationorelectriccalibration.

II.5.2 Thermal LineariÈy of Element'

From section II '2'3 iE \das seen'that the specific

heat of tne graphite has a temperature variation of I'Lz/oC'

The specific heaÈ can therefore be considered constant over the

ternperature range encountered during measurements'

Consider the regions of the calorimeÈer as shown in

Figure II.3. rt has been previously shown that the temPeratures

ofthee}ementandofthecaseareuniformovertheircross-

sections.

(i) Consider the case and the vacuum chamber walls as a system'

The effecÈ of the element within the case may be considered as a

smallperturbationrifnecessary,sincebothitsheatcapacityand'

heat input are only 3 "74 of' those of the case' The vacuum chamber

wallsarequÍtemassiveandcanbeconsideredasaheatreservoir

at a constant ambient temperature. The temperature of the case,

with respect to ambient temperature' is T1 (t) ' so that T1 (0) = 0'

\

Let the poliì/er input to the case be P1 cal'lsec' ãr constant' At a

timetsecafÈercommencingpowerinputintothecase,conservation

of energy gives Èhe following equation:

plt = H1T1(t) + rl.ftrr(t)dt "'lr'r'27)
o
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This integral equation is readily solved to give:
P. -r-+T1(r) = J (t - e tr-) ...(rr.28)
'l\' 1

(ii) Now consider Èhe case and Èhe element as a system. Since

the temperature is uniform throughout the case then equation (rI.28)

also gives the temperature variation of the interior wall of the

case. In this system we may consider the case to be a heat

reservoir compared with the element, since any small amount of

energy given to the case by the element wilt not significantly

alter the temperature of the case. LeÈ the teurperature difference

between tne case and the element be; T'(t) = (r2(t) - T1(t)), where

1z (t) is with respect to the ambient temperature and TZ (0) = Q.

Further, Iet the power input to Èhe case be P2 caL/sec' a constant.

Applying the law of the conservation of energy to thís system,

at a time t secs after commencing exposure, gives:

p2E = H/r2ft) + x2,f 
t{r2 (t) - Tt (t) }dt

o

i.e. p2t = uz{r'(t) + Tr (r) 1 + x2.rtr'(t)dt ... (rr.29)
o

The solution of this integral equation, making use of equatíon

(II.28) is:

T' (t) = X2 ...(rr.30)(r - (r - F) "'EzE - r*-Ett)

where F 
= Qt/xzt/(rc.2/eù - 1)

and y = P/K
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Thus tne energy lost from the element to the case in time- t- is

given by:

E. .(È) =Kr.fÈT'(t)dtrost o

that is,

Ero"t(r) = pz(r - ,fr,{1 - e-Ett} * {=fi{r -.-62t}) .-.(rr.3r)

or, alternatively, the energy stored in the eLement in time t is:

E"ror"d(t) = (e2t - Erosr(t))

rhar is , 8., -,(È) = pz(tÏ-l tr - "-Ett, - tt;J rl {r - e-Ezt¡) ... (rr.32)' stored. -. qt 12

Equation (II.32) is shown graphically in figure II.15, fot the case

of i" = I mA, wnich gives a value of F = L.4656. Once again it can

be seen that the response is closely linear for practical exposure

times. For an exposure of 300 seconds the energy lost from the

element is approximately 0.8t and the energy lost from the case to

the vacuum charnber walls is approximatety 7t. Thus, the element is

essentially adiabatic, while the overall system is closely adiabatic

and the assurnption made in previous temperature distríbution

cletermi¡rations is verif ied.

Consequently, the overall resPonse of the calorimeter is

Iinear under the conditions of its normal use.

II"5.3 Effect of Unbalanced Calibration Heating.

If the sarne exposure tj-mes are used in both calibraLion

and radiation dose measurements, then the energy losses will be t'he

same in both cases" Under this condition the energy }osses may be
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ignored. This is only strictly true if both the case and Èhe

element are heated in proportion to their respective heaÈ capacities

during calibration.

It. wiII be remembered that when the values of the

weighting resistance were carcurated,, in section rr.4.4, iJne resistance

values l^¡ere rounded off to the nearest whole ohin. This ror¡¡¡ding of'f

in fact produces an excess heating of o.9t in Èhe case. Thus, during

calibration, the heat losses from the element to the case are slightly

smaller Èhan the losses experienced during the absorption of

radiaÈion. We are now in a position to determine Èhe order of

magnitude of this effect and make a correction for it, if necessary.

For strictly balanced heating a value of F = L.4529 is required.

under these cond,itions the amount of energy ross from the erement to

the case, for a 5 minute exposure, is r.og, compared wiÈh 0.gg in the

actual case. Thus the eLectric calibration doee must be increased

by 0.28 for a 5 minute exposure. The coffection for other exposure

times is readily obt-ained, for example, for exposure times between

100 and 250 seconds a correction of o.lt is required, between 250

ar¡d 500 second,s a correetion of 0.2t and between 500 and BOO seconds

a correction of 0.3Ê

With the equations derived in section I1.5"2 Lt is possible

Èo deríve corrections for situations where dífferent,exposure times are

used in calibration and radiation dose measurements. The necessity for

such corrections has been avoided, in this work"
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CHAPTER III AUXILIARY DOSIMETERS

Toverifytheperformanceofthecatorimetricdosi.meter

system that was described in Chapter II, two further dosimeters were

also designed and constructed. The first of these auxiliary dosi¡neters

was an air-cavlty ionization chamber, while the second vtas a Fricke'

orferroussulphate,dosimeter.Bothofthesedosi¡netersv'ere

designed to resenble the calorimeter as closely as possible, wiÈh

regards to their disturbance on the radiation bea¡r, whíIe retainíng

their own fundamental calibration'

Thesetwoauxiliarydosimetershavethefurtherusein

that they may be calibrated in terms oú the calorimeter, at any photon

energy, and then be used as practical dosÍ:neters independent Óf the

standard calorimetric sYstem.

Thetheoryofthedesignandoperationofboththe

ionization cha¡nber and Fricke dosimeters is well documented and so

the following bhapter wiII be restricted to a discussion of the

properties and operation of the actual dosimeters constructed.

III.l Air-Cavity Ionization Cha¡nber

III.1.1 Materials and Design

The internal structure of the. ionization cha¡nber is shown

in Figure III.I and its resemblance to the calorimeter may be seen by

refering back to Figure II.1. The ionization chamber and calorineter
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have similar annular air cavities, but a little more Perspex ís

used in the ionization chamber than in the calorimeter. The central

collectÍng electrode is maintained close to earth potential, the

charge collected by it being passed along a single-core non-microphonic

cable to the charge measuring apparatus. The measuring apparatus is

that which is being used currently on the present standard air-cavity

ionigation chamber and is based on the "Townsend NuII Method" as

modified by CROMPTON and SUTTON (1952). The annular high tension

electrode may have either a high ¡nsitive' or negative, potential

applied to it by means of a simple, single-core lead. The outer

guard case is maintained at earth potentíal because of its electrical

continuity with the earthed shielding braid of the non-microphonic

cable. The high tension electrode is insulated from the guard case

by means of Teflon insulating tape (0.5 inch width and 0.0025 inch

thlckness). which is wound around the high tensíon electrode.

Guard rings have been included at each end of the air-

cavity to produce a uniform axial and radial field distrl-bution along

the length of the collecting electrode, which in turn produces a

geometrically well-defined collecting volume for the chamber of

about I.5 cm3. The guard rings consist of layers of aquadag painted

on the roughened surfaces of the perspex insulation as shown in

Figure III.1. Both of the guard rings are maintained at earth

potential by means of two very fine copper wires which pass through

the perspex insulatíon at each end of the air-cavíty, one end of each
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wire is in contact with the guard case while the other ends are in

contact with the respective guard rings. The guard rings are separated

from the collecting electrode by means of Teflon washers of 0'0025

inch thickness.

Theelectrodeassembly,thePlug,andthecablesform

a pennanently-assembled sysÈenr, with only the guard case being

re¡novable from the ionization cha¡nber. This proved suitable for the

present work but, in future designs, an ionization cha¡nber that

could be more fully dismantled would be better, since this would

allow periodic checks to be made on the guard rings, which may tend

to lift off the perspex surfaces with 'ageing'. This effect can,

however, be checked indirectly by making capacitance measurements on

the chamber. The present ionization chamber has a capacitance of

about 3.4 PF.

The ionization chamber and cal0rimeter arê mounted in the

vacqum chambers in different manners. The main requirement in the

case of the ionization charnber is that the mounting be somewhat

rigid so as to keep the refatively stiff non-microphonic cable under

cc¡nÈrol. This was effected by using a thin-walled perspex tube, of

about 2 cm diameter and about 9 cm in length, with flanges at both

ends. The bottom flange is attached, to the guard case by means of

three screvrs, while the top flange is of similar shape to the persPex

Iid used in conjunction with the calorimeter but without the electrical

leadthrough. The cables were free to pass up the centre of the tube
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and out of the vacuum cha¡nber. The positioning of the ionization

cha¡nber vùas checked radiographically.

I,II.L.2 ElectricaJ- ProPerties

The insulation between the various components was

measured by a tcapacitance leak method,t using a "Victoreen r-meter".

The values of resist,ances were found to be as fol-lows: Z x 1OI5O

between the collecting and high tension electrodes, 4 x 1015Q between

the guard case anci Èhe collecting electrode, and I x lOIlO betweett

the guard case and the high tension electrode. These values were

checked periodically during the course of the work and, although

they did fluctuate, where found to be acceptable at aII times.

The choice of the value of Èhe'applied potential to

use on the ionization chamber was decided by reference to the following

three criteria. (i) The range of permissible field intensities

allowable within the ionization cha¡nber is determined, at the lower

ILmit, by thê fleld intensity whlch wlll efficiently collect all of

the ions produced in the collecÈing volume, without allowing a

significant anount of ion recombination to occur. A field intensity

of 250 volt/cm is quoted in the literature as being sufficient to

attain reasonable saturation conditions. The upper liJnit of field

intensity is determined by the condition that no extra ions should

be produced by secondary collísion processes and the value of fíeld

intensity where this conmences is about Ir000 volt/cm. Thus, the
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applied potential must prod,uce field intensities in the ionization

cha¡nber within this permissibte r¿rnge. The field intensity' E'

within this ionization chamber is readily found to be given by the

following eguation:
I . .. (rrr. I)E =Yt .Ln G/a)

where V is the applied potential, a is the radius of Èhe outer

electrode, b is the radius of the inner electrode and r is the radial

position at which the field is to be determined, between a and b'

In the preSent ionization cha¡nber we have t ã = 0.7 cm and b = 0.5 cm.

If we consider v = IO0 volts, f.or example, then the maximum fíeld

intensity is 594 volt,/cm (at r = b) a¡rd the minimum field intensity

is 425 voltr/crn (at r - a). Since both of these values are within

the perrnissible rançJe then IOO volts ís an acceptable applied potential'

(ii) The theoretical efficiency of ion collecÈion, f, for an applied

potential of 100 volÈs, was calculated from the following expression'

due to BOAG (f956), according to whom the "generalized saturation

equation for ¡raraIlel plate geometry" is:

2 ... (III.2a)
1+ (1 +

_ na2Gwhere q, = T'r ... (IIr.2b)

where q is the charge liberated/unit volume/sec (esu/cm3 sec)

and if it is known that conditiorts are not far from saturation then

q may be equated with the measured exposure rate (roentgen/sec) ¡

V is the applied potentiat (vott,s); d is the plate separation for

paraltel plate geometry (cm). For other geometries an effective

.measured ion current! - \ideal saturated current'
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value of d, can be deternrined. In particular, for cylindrical

geometry the value is given by d = ".yI(^ - b), where

*"yt = (tffi1ryþ4\. rn the present cha¡¡ber *"yr = 1.005'

r2m= t5

therefore d = 0.201 cm. The parameter m is a constant defined by

c, t, *h.r. cr is the recombination coefficient (crn3,/sec) ,
e k.. k-

e is the charger/ion (esu) and k.' and k- are the mobilities

(cm2/cn volt) of the positive and negative ions, respectively'

GREENING (1964) gives an empirical value of the parameter m (defined

above), namely m = 29.7. Although Èhere lr¡as a serious error in his

algebra, as pointed out by i<AToH (1965), this experimental value of

m is still acceptable. Thus, with d = 0'2Ol cm, V = 10O volt and

with q = 40 roentgen/min = O.7 esu,/cm3 sec, we obtain Ü = 0'0I0I'

while the efficiency is calculated to be f = 99.997t. This is an

extremely efficient collection of ions. thus, the correction for non-

perfect collection of ions, based on this theory is <0.01t ar¡d may be

neglected. (iii) It was experimentally tested whether an applied

¡rotetrtial of IOO volts dió in fact produce saturation. f'or an

applied potential of 50 volts the average measurement of exposure

rate \"rith the ionization cha¡nber was found Èo be 38.?7 roentgenr/min,

while for an applied potential of I55 volts the average result was

39.g4 roentgen/min. A óifference of only 0.I83, which showed thaÈ

conditions were not far from saturation. GREENING (L964) indicated

that to obtain the saturation value from a set of experimental

values, fot continuous radiation, one should plot the exPosure rate,
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ER, as a function of the quotient, EWz, and extrapolat'e the

resulting straight line to the ER axís. By assuming an equation of

the form, ER - A + B(ER/V2), it was possible to gain an estimate

of the correction for non-perfect saturation. Using the above two

average measurements gave the following values, A = 38.85 roentgen,/min

(saturation value) and B = -5.0. The original equation may be re-

arranged, to solve for ER using these values of A and B, and this yields

ER= 38.es/Q+ 5N2)- Therefore, when V = 100 voltsr ER= 38.83

roentgen,/min. Hence, the correctÍon for non-perfect saturation is

<0.I8, and again negligible.

It follows that, fro¡n both theoretical and experimental

considerations, an applied potential of lO0 volts is quite satisfactory.

III.1.3 Determination of Collection Volume.

For the ionization chamber to be calibrated in itg own

right it was necessary to make an accurate determination of íts

collection volume. This is, of course, unnecessary if the chamber

is simply Èo be calibrated in terms of the calorimeter. The volume

was estimated by three different methods and the weighted mean value

used. (i) The volume Was first.ly estimated. from a knowledge of the

dimensions of the chamber, which were measured during its assenbly

and are listed below:

Inner diameter of the high tension electrode: 2R = (1.40I t 0.00I) cm

Outer dia¡reter of the collecting electrode: 2r = (0.999 t 0.001) cm

Length of Èhe collecting electrode: L = (2.026 t 0.015) cm
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The volume is given by the following eguation:

v = nL(R2 - 12) . .. (III.3)
s

that is, ug = (1.535 t 0.009)cm3

(ii) The second estimation of the collecting volume is baseci on

the measurement of the capacitance of the system. The capacitance

of co-axial cylinders, in esur/volt or cm, is given by the following

equation, C = L/2lLn @/r') .

Solving for R and substituting into equation (III.3) gives the result:

v = t¡Lr2 ("L/C - t) ... (III.4)
çT

The capacita¡rce of the ionization cha¡nber $ras measured on a capacitance

bridge against a standard capacitance, which had a nominal value of

10 pF. The measured value was, C = (3.371 t 0.010) pF = (3.030 t 0.009) cglr

from which:

19 = (1.511 t O.OI3) 
"m3

(iii) The final estimation was made by cornparing the graphite

chanrlcer against the standard air-cavity ionization cha¡nber. The

standard chamber is of the paralJ-e1 plate <ieoign and is constructed

from perspex coated wíth aquadag. The collecting volume is

v = (1.563 È O.OOO5) cm3, and the correction for attenuation of
p

the radiation in the perspex wall is 0n = (1.014 I 0.0005).

NBS HANDBOOK 79 gives the following equation for the comparison of

two ionization chambers whose walls are made of material of differenÈ

atomic number, when exposed to ioentical fh:xes of radiation.
sg Fg

r)

men
Þ

s-

na=

up
cf

am m en m

... (rrr.sa)
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where the superscript p refers to the standard PersPex cha¡¡ber while

g refers to the graphite charnber¡ *=" i= the ratio of the mass

stopping powers for the appropriate material (either perspex or

graphite) compared with air; *!.r, i" the mass energy absorption

coefficient for the appropriate material, and Eo. is the nr¡mber of

ion pairs fonred per unit mass of air in the cavities. If the density

of the air is constant for the two measurements then we may replace

E* by E, where E is the nu¡nber of ion pairs formed per unit volume.

In practice, Va]ues of E are determined from a measurement of the

total charge coltected in a gíven time in a collection volume of v'

This charge is measured in terms of the reading, P' on a potentÍometer,

and so we may write that E n OP/v t where O is a correction factor for

attenuation in the cha¡nber wall. Eguation (III.Sa) may therefore be

rewritten in the fonr Èhat yields an expression for the collection

volume of the graphite chamber, namely;

cf

(* t)

"Pma

. . . (rrr.5b)v =v
s p

The values of P and Pr, measured under the same cond,itions' were

found to be 0.3668 and 0.3649 vo1t, resPectively (both with an uncer-

tainty of t O.OOO3 volt). The values of *". .td *f., were obtained

from NBS HANDBOOK 85, while the constants for the standard perspex

chaurber were given earlier. Due to the annular geometry involved,

the attenuation correction factor for the graphite ionízation

cha¡nber (On) was not easily determinable. An effective waII thickness

was estimated by a numerical integration method, the princÍple of
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which may be seen by reference to Figure Í.II.2. The incrertental

watl thickness was weighted according to the fraction of the collecting

volune írn¡rediately behind the wall increment being considered. The

method assumes that the bean is scattered only in the f,orward

direction and also that the beam suffers insignificant attenuation

when passing through air. Both of these assumptions are reasonable

for megavoltage radiation. If the cross-section of the ionization

chamber is divided into strips of equat width' as sho\dn, then the

volume of a particular strip of the air-cavity is proportional to

its length. oué to symnetry about the directíon of the incident

radiation, only half of the cross-section need be considered. From

the scaled diagratr shown in Figure II,I.2, the effective waII thickness

was found to be i- = (0.60 t 0.06) cm. An uncertainty of È108

vras assumed for this estimate of Í, and should be quite generous if

one takes into account non-Perfect integration, inadequacies in Èhe

assumpÈíons made, etc.. Hov¡ever, this large uncertainty in Ï

produces ¿à¡r u¡lcerLainLy of only lo.3t in ttre aÈtenuation correction

factor. The attenuation correction factor is 0n = exP(UÐ, where

U = ug p. Sr¡bsùituting values gÍves the attenuation correction' m'e.n

factoras0 =L.O26.
s

Thus, the volume of the graphite cha¡rber is, from equation (III.Sb):

rg = (1.533 t 0.009) cm3

Finally, the mean value, weighted according to the uncertaínties of

the individual estimates, ís:

v = (1. 530 r O. OO9) .*3q
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IIr.1.4 Calibration of the Ionization Chamber

The ionization cha¡nber is able to measure exPosure in air

on the following principle. The details of the charge measuring

system are described by FRY (1954), but basically the system

localizes the unknown collected charge in a standard capacitor and

then neutralizes it by an equal charge of opposite sign, which is

induced in the standard capacitor by varying the potential across

its plates. The measurement of exposure rates reduces therefore

to the measurement of rates of charge accumulation, and these in

practice are further resolved into measure¡nents of rates of change of

voltage. Continuously-variaJrle rates of change of voltage are

provided by means of two potentiometers, one manually controlled

and the other motor-driven. The voltage selected by the wiper of

the manual potentíometer is applied to the motor-driven potentiometer

and has the value u.nn. The wiper of the second potentiometer

rotates at a uniform rate, and so contínuously-variable voltage

sweep rates may be obtained by means of which the rate of collection

of cnarge by the ionization cha¡nber may be balanced'

The period, of sweep (T) is known from the angular

frequency of the motor (r¡) and the total effective angle of rotation

(O) of the potentiometer wiper. Thus, Èhe rate of change of

potential from the motor-driven potentiometer ís, dVrldt ='^nn/' =

Vapp
(u/þ) volt/sec. I{íth the system on 'fast s\Äteep' (that is with a



motorsPeedofabout16rpm)substiùutingvaluesforÔando

gives a sl^¡eep rate of :

9I=9.3045v (voltlsec)
dt app

Now, the rate of apptying charge to the standard capacitor is given

by, i =9= C"taü,

that is: i = 0.3045 c=td v"pp (coul,/sec)

The standard capacitance was designed, constructed and calibrated

at the National Standards LaboraÈorYr C.S'I'R'O', Sydney in 1954'

It was recalibrated in 1965 and found to have the value 10.003 pF

(at 2l.goc). Thus, we have:

i = (9.131 x 1O-3) v--- (esur/sec)- app

ott i = yI vapp

The range of the system is coarsely varied by means of

a number of secondary caPacitors which have been calibrated agaÍnst

the standarci IO pF capacitor, each of which gives a different

value of Y in the above equation. A particular capacitance used in

the present work had trre value lo5.o3 pF, with the corresponding

value Y2 = (9.587 x I0-2) esu,/sec volt'

79.

Now the exPosure rate, ER' can be determined from:

ER = 60 C(T, P) i/v' (roentgen/nin)

is a correction factor, correcting the result to OoC

and v is the collection volume of the cha¡nber (c¡n3) '
s

where c(T, P)

and 760 t-ort,
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In practi.", u"pp is measured with a "cambridge" Potentiometer

incorporating a potential drop circuit, with a drop ratio of B,

on its input. If the measured potentiometer reading is P then,

V = B P. Thus, we can finally write:
apP

ER = t6o B c(T,P) v P/vnl (roentgen/min) ... (rrr.6)

where, in the present ionization cha¡nber, we have:

v = 1.530 crn3I
Yl = 0.009131 esu,/sec volt (for 10 pF)

Y2 = 0.09587 esu,/sec volt (for 100 pF)

The resistances in the potential drop circuit were

secondary standards known to tO.OIt and B could have the nominal

values of either 50 or IO0. Overall, the exposgre rates could be

determined with an uncerÈainty of tI.28.

The ionization chamber measures the exposure rate

effectively at the centre of the collecting electrode, while the

calorj¡netcr mcasuree the dosa rate at a si-¡nilar position in the

element. to all practical extent the environment of both is identical-

For a comparison of the two dosimeters it is no\ü necessary to be

abte to convèrt exposure rate measurements in the ionization chamber,

in roentgen,/min, to dose rates, in rad,/min. The conversion is

made by means of the Bragg-Gray relationship:

Dose (in graphite) - -"? w E-. -' ma al_r

is the measurecÍ exposure in air, in roentgen¡ Vl is thewhere Eaar
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energy necessary to form I ion pair in air (33.7 ett/íon pair), and

"9 
i" the ratio of the mass stopping powers for graphite to air

ma
(for Co6O '¡r-radiaÈion the value is 1.002). Thus, we have:

Dgraphite = O'87I E"'t (rad) "' (rrr'7)

Thus, doses or dose rates could be determinecl with the ionization

chamber with an overall uncertainty of tL.Az.

III.1.5 Experimental Procedure

The practical procedure adopted for making measurements

with the ionization cham.ber lvas as follows. A nr-¡mber of readings

were taken with the radiation beam passing from left to ríght

through the ionization cha¡nber whích had a positive potential applied

to the high tension electrode, and then the same nr.¡¡nber of readings

were taken with the polarity of the high tension reversed. This

corrected for any difference in the collection of negatlve or

positive ions. The difference was found to be small in the present

graphite cha¡riber. The above procedure was then repeated with the

radiation beam passing from right to left through the ionization

cha¡¡ber. The reversal of the beam direction corrected for any

slight error in setting Èhe d,osimeter at the correct source-to-

centre distance. This procedure was adopted when using each of the

three dosimeters. A final single result was obtained by averaging

all of the above readíngs,which was usually about 12 in n¡¡nber. A

typical calculation of an ionization cha¡nber result is presented

in Appendix IV.
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This procedure was not very time-consuming, taking only

about t hour to make the measurements, rrtith about the same time

necessary for setting up the equipment and alloWing it to 'warm up'.

This relatively short time is a distinct advantage of the ionization

method over both the caLorimetric or chemical methods of dosimetry.

There is the possibility of a small correction due to

radiation being scattered from the Perspex mount ancl cable, which

does not occur in the case of the calorimeter. But, since the síde

scatter is of the order of only lt and the scattered radiation is of

Iower quality, then the minimum of I cm of graphite, through which

the scatter must pass to reach the cotlecting volu¡ne, will greatly

reduce the contribution of the scatter to less than 0.1t and is thus

insignificant.

III".2 Ttre Fricke or Ferrous Sulphate Dosimeter

III.2.1 Materials and Design

The internaL sÈructure of the Fricke dosimeter is shown

in Figure III.3 and, once again, tne similarity to the calorimeter

is apparent.. The ferrous sulphate container is constructed from

polythene (polyethylene) plastic since it is known $ot to cause

appreciable oxidation of the solution that it contains (PETTERSSON and

HETTINGER, 1967) (LAVI, 1970a) . The effects of storing ferrous

sulphate solution in some plastics is equivalent to irradiatíng the

solution to a dose rate of about 5 rad/min, due to the oxidizing
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effect of unreacted monomers, etc" The density of polythene is only

about O.92 gm/cm3 anci so a graphite core was included to increase the

averagedensityofthematerialinthecavityoftheguardcase.

The volume of the solution is limited to a maximum of about 3 cm3'

Itisobvious,fromFigurelll.3'thatinthisdosimeterthereis

no 'air' gap as in both the calorimeter and the ionization cha¡nber'

The Fricke dosi:neter and. the calorimeter had the same overall

dimensions but lrere not so alike as to cause identical disturbances

on the primary radiation beam and hence, a correction was necessary

for the results obtained with the Fricke dosimeter to a110w com-

parisons with the calorimeter. The case is stoppered with the plug

as in the other systems, but evaporation of Èhe solution still

occured to a small extent. The Fricke dosi:neter was held in position

in the vacuum cha¡nber in the sa¡ne mannetr as the ionization cha¡nber'

andthepositíoning!Ùasonceagaincheckedradiographically.

The ferrous sulphate solution used in the Fricke

dosimeter can be varieci somewhat in respect of both the propottio""

of the basic components and also of the additives whích may be

usedtooffsetvariousdetrimentaleffects.Informationaboutthe

details of these and other such experimental factors may be gained from

the work of such persons as, DAVIES and LAW (1963), BATTAERD and

TREGEAR (1966), BRYANT and RIDLER (1968) ' IIROSZKIE!{ICZ ano BULHAK

(1970) or LAW (I970b).
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Theparticularso}utionemployedinthepresentwork

consisted of, (i) rmM Fe++ in the form of Mohrrs salt or Ferrous

Ammonium Sulphate {(NH4)2SO4FeSOq6H2O} which is less readily oxidised

by air than is Feso4, (ii) 0.8N sulphuric acid (H2soa), (iii) ImM

sodium chloride (NacI) whích minimizes the detrimental effects of

any impurities present; the exact amount of NaCl present is not

critical, a¡rd (iv) ultra-distilled water; double distilled and finally

distilled over alkaline potassium permanganate'

The proportions of the Èhree chemicals to make 200 ml

of the above dosimeter solution were calculated to be¡ Mohr's

salt, 78.43 mgm, assuming fulty hydrated; sulphuric acid'

g.52g gm or 4.662 cm3r assuming g24 concentration; and sodium

chloride, II.69 ngm. The components were measured on a "sauter"

balance and were of Analar grade, since the purity of the chemicals

was the most important factor. The degree of hydration of the

Mohrrs salt and of the concentration of the sutphuric acid were in

some doubt, buÈ since these factors are not critical the che¡nicals

on hand were used r¡/ithout extra treatment. BoÈh the distilled water

and the sulphuric acid were exposed to radiation, before making t'he

above dosimeter solution, to pre-oxidize any impurities present in

them

Theexpecteddensityofthedosimetersolutionwas

I.0239 *y"n] (at 2OoC) but the measured density (using a specific

gravity bottle) was found to be L.O2O4 gm/cm3 (at 2Ooc); a difference
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of 0.36c. Since the density of the solution is determined principally

by the density of the sulphuric acid ttiis result would, suggest that

the concentration of the original acid was, in fact, Iower than

the 92t assumed.

I,II.2.2 Calibration of Fricke Dosimeter

A one millimolar solution of Mohr's salt contains

++
55.85 mgm of Fe '/Litre of solution, or (6-024 x LO23 x 1o-3)Fe++

atoms,/litre. If G ís the nr¡nber of molecules oxLdízed/IOOev, then

the energy required to produce complete oxidation of ferrous to

ferric ions in the solution is, (6. o24 x 1o20) (100,/G) eVl1itre.

Thus, the dose received in the dosimeter solution is, (6.I87 x IO4,/O"orrr)

rad,; where gsoln is the density of the solution and we have used

G = 15.6 mole,/100 eV. Thus, the dose for the complete oxidation of
IA

I mM Fe+* solution is (6.063 x IO4) rad. It is of interest to note

that this is the maximum total dose that can be measured by this

particular dosimeter solution.

There are a nunber of ways of measuring the ferric ion

yield in the dosj:neter solution, Probably the most convenient for

the physicist is an opticat method employing a spectrophotometer.

ln this method the change in optical density, AOD, of the solution

per cm of light path is measured at a standard wavelength. If the

molar extinction coefficient (the maximum increase in optical

density per cn of light path that car¡ be induced in the dosi¡neter
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solution) of ferric ions in o.8N H2so4r at the specified waverength,

is e then we have¡

Dose (in re++ solution) = (6.063 x 104)(s¡ ...(rrr.e)

The absorption spectrum of ferric surphate has two

peaks in the urtravioret region at approxirnatery 224 my and 305 m¡r,

thus providing two suitabre wavelengths for the measure¡nent of

opticar density. The opticar density measurements are d,ependent on

the temperature of the solution at the time of measurernent, hence

a correction is necessary. In the present work the values of AoD have

been measured at both waverengths on arr occasions, and expressed

at 25oc.

NBs HANDBOOK 85 gives the folrowing information for a

I mM solution at 25oC.

At a vravelength of 304 mu, e = 2.196, with a temperature correction of

O.692/o.C¡

whire at 224m1t, e = 4.565, with a temperature oorrection of

o. I3rloc.

Thus, we have from equaÈion (III.8)¡

at 304 mp, Dose(in Fe*+ solution) = AOD2 5e7.60 x lO3) rad ... (III.ga)
aL 224 mtt, Dose(in Fe** sol-ution) = AOD25(13.2S x IO3) rad ... (III.gb)

where aoD25 refers to the measured change in oD due to radiation,
corrected to 25oC.
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A nu¡nber of corrections are necessary for the dosimeter

to yield a côrrect measurement of d,ose. (i) Evaporation losses

from the dosimeter solution, betvreen the initial and final measure-

ments of oD, wílt tend to increase the measured change in oD. The

evaporation loss is about 3 mgm of water per hour, which produces a

correction of about -O.It,/hour between the initial and final oD

measureme¡xts. Since exposure times of the order of 6 hours are

used in the present work, then this correction is significant.

(ii) other oxidation effects, not due to the radiation or self-

oxidation (since oD measurements are made against a control sample

of solution) tend to increase the measured dose rate. The order of

Èhis effect was determined to be about 0.5 radrlmin, which again

is significant. The above trdo correcÈions were determined each

time the Fricke dosimeter was used and will be more fully explained

in section III.2.3 and Appendix v. (iii) A further correction

involves the conversion of the readings made in the Fricke dosimeter

to equivalent readings rnade in the calorimeter. This conversion

involves two considerations. The first is due to the requiremenÈ

that the disturbance on the primary beam should be the sane in both

the Fricke dosimeter anci the calorimeter. If Compton scattering is

the predominant effect at the photon energies under consideration,

then we should have that the average electron densities in the

cavities of the two guard cases be the s¿Ime. Since electron density

is proportíonal to the mass density then a correction for the

difference in the average cavity densities is,
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ave densi of calorimeter cavi . The second consideration is that
ave densitY o f Fricke cavitY

the energy absorbed in the dosimeter solution is different from that

in graphite, being in the ratio of their mass energy absorption

coefficients. Thus, the appropriate correction factor is'

t*u!rr,z*u!l) , tt "t" to a good approximaÈion we have,

Sr¡bstituting the values for Èhese factors gave

The overall Conversion factor is;

Fe water
*1"r, = 9soln mfen

this ratio as 0.881-

Do in calo ter ave tv of imeter cavitY
Dose in Fricke dos imeter

(0.881) ( ave density of Fricke cav itv

. (rrr. 9)

Since the mass of the dosimeter solution varies slightly from test to

test then the density correction factor must be determined for each test

separately, but is usually close to I.037. A typical calculation is

shown in Appendix v. For this density correction factor the final

conversion is:

Dose (in calorimeter) = 0.914 Dose (in Fricke dosimeter)

ÍJI.2.3 Experimental Procedure

As inOicated earlier the effect of impurities can cause

inaccuracies thus all glassware and containers storing the dosimeter

solution and component chemicals were rigorously cleaned. The dosímeter

solution \,vas stored in a stoppered bottle, which vtas Protected from

Iight. The spectrophotometer used in this work was a "UNICA¡{" SP50O

Èogether vtith "UNICAI\4" Silica absorption cells of 10 nm light path and

approximately 2.6 ml volume.
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Thefollowingroutinewasusedwiththisdosineter.

AlI glassware was previously cleaned ar¡d rinsed with the d'osímeter

solution.Twospectrophotometercellswerefilledwiththedosimeter

solutionarrdtheinitialdensitymeasurementsmadeofonecelland

contents, using the other cell and contents as a reference' This

initial reading was usually very small and ternperature correction

was never found necessary'

Thesolutionwhoseinitialopticaldensitywasmeasured

was placed in the polythene irradiating container and the mass of the

solution cletermined. A knowledge of the mass of the solution was

necessary for both the evaporation correction and for t,he density

correction. The polythene container and solution were then placed

in the guard case which, in turn' was mounted in the vacuum

cha¡nber. The dosimeter \^tas exposed for half the desired exposure

time with the radiaÈion beam passing from left to right through the

System,a¡rdthenirradiatedfortheremainingtimewiththebeam

in the reverse direction'

The mass of the dosimeter solutíon was again determined,

ar¡dtheanountofwaterlostbyevaporationduringthetwo.maSS

measurements \das expressed, as a percentage of the original mass

of the solution. The irradiated solution was once more placed in

thespectrophotometercellandtheoDmeasuredagainrnotingthe

temperature of the solution. From the difference between the initial
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and this final value of oD one obtained the quantity aoD¡r which

was then corrected Èo 25oc to give aoD25. This change in oD was

then corrected for evaporation losses. The dose calcurated by

this change in oD had then to be corrected for the effective dose

rate due to other oxidizing effects. To obtain an estimaùe of this

effective dose rate the irradiated sorution was praced back into

the porythene container, and its new mass determined,. The container

and sol-ution were then allowed to stand in a dark cupboard for at

least, a day. After a known time the solution was weighed again to

determine Èhe mass of the sorution lost by evaporation and the

final optical densiÈy of the sorution again d,etermined. The

effective dose rate was then determined over the period Èhat the

solution was left to stand in the cupboard. This effective dose

rate r,vas subtracted from the earlier estimate of d,ose rate to give

a finar value. A typicar carculation for the Fricke dosimeter is
presented in Appendix V.
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CHAPTER IV OPERATION OF CALORIMETER A}¡D RESULTS

In this chapter we shall first review Èhe method of

analysis of the graphical results and of the operation of the calori-

meter. Certain preliminary tests are then described which give a

nunber of experimental properties of the equipment used ancl,

finallyr the results of intercomparison tests between the three

dosimetric systems are presented.

IV.1 operation of the Calorimeter

IV.1.I Analysis of Graphical Results

From the considerations presented in chapter II it is

apparent that the output of Èhe millimicrovoltmeter is directly

proportional to the dose received by the calorimeter element, ot, if

\,re extend the argument further, that tire deflection noted on the

vertical axis of the chart output, namely X (divs), is proportional

to the actual energy deposited, namely ¡(erg). It is also expected

from theoreÈicaI considerations that, after the initial transient

period,, the traces would be essentially linear with time. Figure

IV.1 shows how the traces are expected to appear, noting that since

the element will rarely, if ever, be at equilibrium temperature

then the initial and final portions of the traces will always have

some slope. A trace actually obtained in this work, with a

typical noise level, is shown in Figure Í1.2. It is the aim of the

eleqtric calibration procedure to determine the conversion factor
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for the deflection axis of the charts. The calibration factor is

D /x (radldiv), where D^ (rad) is the known electric dose input
-c'--c c

andX(div)isthecorresPondingchartdeflection.eproblemc

that remains is that of interpreting the graphical output so as to

give the Èrue deflectionr xar from the measured deflectioû, X*,

which includes the effect of energy losses or gains. The following

analysisleadstotwomethoclsofinterpretingthechartssoasto

give the true deflections from the observed or measured, deflections'

epplying the conservation of energy to a single

calorimetric system, with small heat losses or gains' gives the

true rate of êhange of energy in the element (dE/dt)t as:

,åË,. = ,åË,* + K(re - to) "' (rv'l)

where (dE/dt)* is the measured rate of change of energy; K is the

thermal 'conductance' of the system; while T. and To are the temper-

atures of the element and its surroundings, resPectively. LAUGHLIN

andGENNA(1956)haveshownthatanequationofÈheformofequation

IV.I can be applied, to a twin calorimetric system' where To is an

effective temperaÈure of Èhe dummy element' This assumes that

both the thermistors and the heat transfer coefficients for the test

and reference calorimeters are reasonably matched, as is the case in

the present work. 6ENNA et aL (1963) have shown that the integration

of equation (rv.r) with respect to tj:ne, between the initial and

finaL Èimes of an exposure t1 ano tg respectively' yields the
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result:

Er = (u* - ,#,rtþ ' * tfifrrr) "' (rv'2)

This integration assumes that To remains constant during periods of

no external energy input. An analysis taking into account the

empirical fact that the reference temperature will be varying

slightly, at an essentially constant rate over the periods of

interest, yields a resulÈ identical with equation (rv.2). since,

X(div) * E(erg), then we may write the basic equaÈion as; from

equation (IV.2):

XÈ = (** - F,quJr . ,guJr]) "' (rv'3)

where, At = (tf - ti) is the exposure tíme. This equation leads to

one method of chart analysis, referred to as the Total Dose method'

This method can be understood by reference to Figure IV.t. The Tota1

Dose method measures the deflection AB on the chart, which is the

deflecÈion between the extrapolated initial and final traces at

the midpoint of the exposure period. This method requires the time

of the exposure to be known accurately and to be defined accurately

on the chart, but does not require a knowledge of the slope of the

trace during the exposure. The result can be expressed as a rate

of change, such as is usually required in practice.

If equation (Iv.3) is differentiated with respect t'o

time, we obtain:

(åä,.= (,qu.,.-t{(gdJ. + t$r.rr}) --.(rv-4)
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This equation leads to a second method of chart analysis, referred

to as the Dose Rate method. This method measures the deflection

rate during the exposure, which is then corrected by the average

deftection rate measured on the initial and final traces. This

method does not require the exposure time to be known at aII, makes

use of the slope of the trace d,uring the exposure, and gives dose

rates directlY.

Thetwomethodsofanalysisshouldrobviously'leadto

the same final value but, in practice, due to the effect of noise on

the traces, it was not coÍrmon for the two methods to give the sane

result. Previous authors have always selected one or the other

method of analysis, however, I could see no a priori reason to

select one method as being better than the other. since the two

methods are relatively independent of each other, then the use of

both methods should permit two estimates of the same quanÈity from

each chart. In practice, both methods of analysis were used at all

tj:nes and the average taken. This routíne a.[so permlts a certain

degree of checking on the drawing of the construction lines on the

charts required by the analysis, since both methods should be self-

consisÈent to a reasonable degreer SêY a percent or two. The

relative merits of the two methods of analysis are examined in more

detail in section IV.3.4 from results based on experimental data'
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IV.1.2 ExPerimental Procedure

onthebasisofthetheoreticalconsiderationsdiscussed

so far, the following procedure was adopted and found satisfactory'

Thesa¡teexPosuretimeswereusedforbothelectriccalibration

andforradiationmeasurenent.similar,althoughslightlyhigher'

electric dose rates were used in the calibration than those measured

fromtheradiation,soaStogainas}ightlymorefavourablereading-

to-noise ratio in the calibration procedure'

The calorimeter box was atigned with the radiation

machíne about 3 hours before measurements were t'o be made' The

evacuationofthevacuumchamberswasco¡nmencedandthemilli.

microvoltmeter turned on to all0w time for the unit to stabilize'

After about 2 hours the vacuum Pressure was sufficiently low

(about 10-2 torr) to permit the bridge to be turned on (with the

potentialoneitherforwardorreverse)SoaStoallowittoreach

thermal equilibrium in the foLlowing hour'

with all the componenÈs in working state, the procedure

was to carry ouÈ (i) electric calibration, (ii) radiation measurement

with beam passing from left to right, (iii) radíation measurement

with beam passing from right to left, and (iv) electric calibration'

The results of these tests were reduced to give one measurement

of dose rate for Ehe given bridge potential polarity' The bridge
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polarity was then reversed and tl¡e above procedure repeaÈed to give

ar¡other single measurement of dose rate. As $tas mentioned earlier,

the reversal of the polarity of the potential on the bridge allovrs

compensation for any possible thermoelectric effects present in t'he

bridge. The series of measurements made with the calorimeter, which

are given in section IV.3, indicated that, in fact, there ïtas no

significant difference between results obtained on either polarity.

This indicates that any thermoelectric effects present are certainly

no larger than the noise level of the equipment. But, since the

average result, of both reverse and forward polarity measurernents,

should be a better estimate from a purely statistical point of

view (being the average of 4 catibrations and 4 radiation measurements,

with each of the 8 charts being analysed by two methods), then this

procedure was continued.

The recycling time for the calorimetric system is about

L5 - 20 minutes, fot a 5 or 6 minute exPosure, with about the sar¡e

tj:ne for the initial and final traces. The overal-I procedure

described above for taking the measureJnents took about 4 hours and

resulÈeci in one final measurement of radiation dose rate. The

internal variaÈions within this final estimate of dose rate were

about the same as those obtained when using the air-cavity ionization

chamber, which were also averaged out to give one estimate of dose

rate. A typical calculation of a calorimeter result is presented in

Appendix VI.
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rV.2 Prel Results

IV.2.1 Initial Tests

Anrr¡nberofsma}ItestsweremadeatthecoÍulencement

of this work after the dosimeters had been assembled and calibrated'

(i) One of the first tests was the determination of a suitable

voltagefortheair-cavityionizationchamber,aswasdescribedin

section rIr.I.2. (ii) The ionization chamber was used to gain an

estimate of the attenuation of the radiation due to the wooden

box, vacuum chamber wall and guard case' since it could be used

freely in air- The attenuation due to the guard case alone vlas

found to be 6.82, which is considereá as quite satisfactory' The

attenuaÈion due to the wooden box and vacuum cha¡nber walfs together'

wasfoundtobe33.49.,thusproducinganoverallattenuationofthe

radiationbeamreachingthecalorimeterelemenLof3T.94.As

mentioned in section II' 2'2, E]nís amount of attenuation was

consideredexcessiveandsetsalimitÈotheminimumdoseratethat

can be measured wlÈh accuracy by the calorimcter" (iii) The ionizatíon

chamber was afso used to measure the dose received by the dunmy

calorimeter, due to scattered radiation reaching it' when the

cal.orimetric system is being used. This was et-fected by repracing

the dunmy calorj¡neter by the ionization chaniber and then irradiating

the test calorimeter as in a normal test, but without the calori-

metricsystembeingon.Thedoseratemeasuredbytheionization

chanrberwasexpressedasaPercentageoftheknowndoserate
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received by the test calorimeter, which was previously determined by

the ionization chamber at the test calorimeter position. Since

two Teletherapy units li/ere used' under slightly different conditions,

this correction for scatter r¡tas determined for both units' As a

percentage of the dose received by the test calorimeter, the scatter

received by the dummy cal-orimeter with the Picker unit was 0.45* and

with the Orbitron unit was 0.403, each result being the average of

a nr¡mber of measurenents. (tv) A time correction was necessary

for the Teletherapy units since the exposure timers on the units

indicate the time that the radiation is fully on. However, during

the time Èhat the exposure shutters of the units are opening and

closing, there is a small amount of radiation being emitted from

the unit, which makes the actual exposure time slightly larger than

indicated on the exPosure timer. This small increase in exposure

time was determined on a nr¡nber of occasions, for both the Picker

and Orbitron units, by the following method. Exposure readings

were made with the aid of a "Victoreen r-meter" for a number of

exposure times, as indicated on the timer of the unit. The measured,

exposure values were then plotted as a function of the presumed

gxposuïe times, producing a straight line graph. The extrapolation

of this straight line graph back to the exPosure tj:ne axis gave

the desired, value of the excess exposure time. The excess time for

'hhe Picker unit was founci to be O.O3 min and for the Orbitron Unit

was found to be O.Ol min. These excess times are small and
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insignificant as far as therapeutic use of the unit is concerned,

but are significant in the present work.

rV.2.2 Linearity of Response with Exposure Time

Theoretical arguments showing that the response of the

calorimeter should be linear with exposure time \i{ere Presented in

section II.5.3. A short test vras thought necessary to check these

conclusions, with the intention that if the results were found

contradictory to expectations, further tests would be performed.

These tesÈs were performed using the calibration facility of the

calorimeter, with measureJnents being performed at a number of

different exposure times between 4 and 1O minutes, which covered the

time intervals of interest.

If (Dc/xc) is Èhe calibration factor for the calorimeter,

then Èhe measured doser D*r is determined from the measured

deflectior¡, X*, by the following relation:

D__= tþx. ...(rv.s)mxc'm
A1so, from equation (II.32) we have that:

Estored = Pzf (t)

where the time function is defined in equation (If.32). For the

case of an ideal system with no energy losses we would have that

f(t) = t. In equatíon (II.32) Estored corresponds to the measured

d,ose D^r and if we understand that P2 is now expressed in rad'/mj-n,
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while f(t) is in minutes, then we may write:

D*=P2f(t) "'(IV'6)

nquating equations (Iv.5) and (IV.6), and re-arr¿rngíng gives:

(.h)=,1(!J=.=Af(t) ...(rv-7)
'P2' (Dc/xc)

The function f (t) cannot be expressed in terms of a simple polynomial

to a great accuracy, but, for the purposes of the present' test' the

function f(t) = t(I + Bt) has been assumed, where B is a small

correction factor to take into account energy Ìosses. Thusr

equation (IV.7) can be written in the form:

_,xm.y = (fr*¡ = A(I + Bt) ... (IV.8)

Ifthedeflection,X^(div),ismeasuredcorresponding

to a known electric dose rate, P2 (rad/min) , fox various exposure

tímes, t(¡nin), then plotting the fu¡rction y, defined by equation (IV'8),

as a function of exposure time should produce a reasonably straight

line graph with slope 43. The result,s So plotÈed are shown in

Figure IV.3, where each point is the average of a nr¡nber of measure-

ments made on a given d,ay. Applying the "method of Least Squares"

to these results gave the values of the constants as:

B = (-0.0024 È O.O929)min-1 and, A = (0.15f1 ! 0.0032) div/rad. The

Iimits of uncertainty for these constants were estimated by making

]east square fits to the two sets of results separately, while the

actual values quoted were determined by using all of the results' It

is now possible to estimate the percenLage of the energy that is lost
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for a given exposure time and to compare these 'experimental'

values with the 'theoretical' values obtained by considering the

fr¡r¡ction f (t). These comparisons are shown in Tab1e IV.I.
i

TABLE IV.I

Comparison of energy losses from the calorimeter

êlement as predicted by theory and as actually

obtained from experiment.

Exposure Times (min) 3 Energy Losses

Experimental Theoretical

4 -r. 0 -o.7

6 -r.4 -1.1

8 -I.9 -2.O

The agreement between the two sets of values is very good,

especially when it is remembered that only a quadratic fit was

applied to the experimental results which, in fact, is only a fair

approxi-rnation to the function f (t) . It should also be remembered

that the function f (t) is not the only source of non-linearity

within the calorimetric system, as was summarized in section II.5.1.

Thus, the system is, in practice as well as thêöry, very closely

Iinear.

IV.3 Results

IV.3.1 Picker Teletherapy Unit

The early tests of intercomparing the calorjmeter with
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the air-caviÈy ionization cha¡nber were performed on this unit,

entirely for reasons of convenience, since the writ is least used

for therapy. However, the unit could not give indefinite exposure

ti:nes and was, thus, not suita-ble for use with the Fricke dosj:neter.

The Picker unit was used with a source-to-centre distance of 55 cn

and a field size of 12 x 12 cm. The measurements of dose rate obtained

for this unit, each corrected to the lst ,January, L97O, are shown in

Ta-ble Ív.2, for both the ionization chamber and the calorimeter. To

permit comparison with the results obtained with the Orbitron unit,

each meäsurement of dose rate was normalized by the overall averaçle

dose rate for ttre Picker unit.

TABLE IV.2

Measurement of dose raÈe on Picker unit, corrected to lst January, L97O.

Ionization Chanber measurements :

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Date measurement performed. Measured dose rate
(radlmin)

I9th Dec. L969 33.67

7th Jan. L97O 32.8L

9th Jan. L97O 32.90

average (33.13 t 0.37)

Calorimeter measurements :

Normalized result.

1. 0189

o.9924

o.9957

0.9963I3th Sep"

6th Dec.

2nd May

J.969

L969

L970

39.92)
)

33. 37)

calori-
meter I

32.60 calori-
meter II

average (32.96 I 0.30)

(i)

(ii)

(iii) o.9864
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overall average dose rate on Picker unit = (33.05 t O.32) rad,/min

or more correctlY, DR = (33.0 t 0.3) rad,/mÍn

Theaveragevaluesobtainedbythetwodosimeters,

separately, agree to 0.5*, which is within Èhe experimental uncerÈainty

of llB for both sets of results. These results are quite satisfactory.

IV.3.2 Orbitron TeletheraPY Unit

This unit, although in greater demand, allowed indefinite

exposure times to be made, thus permitting the Fricke dosimeter to be

tested. The unit also had a slightly larger exposure output. The

Orbitron unit was used at a source-to-centre distance of 67 cm and

a field size of 12 x 12 crn. The measurements of dose rate obtained

for this unit, corrected to the lst,Iuty L97O, are shown in Table

IV.3, for the three dosimeters under examination. Again each measure-

ment of dose rate was nolÍnalized by the overall average dose rate

for the Orbitron unit.

The difference between the average values obtained

separately fqr the ionization chamber and the calorimeter is 0.38,

sinilar to that obtained on the Picker unit; while for the calorimeter

and Èhe Fricke dosimeter the difference is 0.28. The mean deviations

of the average results for the calorimeter and for the Fricke dosimeter

are both about +IB, while the mean deviation for the ionization cha¡nber

resulÈs appears unusually low at lO.3A. Again these results are quite

satisfacÈory.
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TABLE IV.3

Measurement of dose rate on Orbitron unit, corrected to Ist JuIy 1970.

Ionization Chamber measurements :

Date measurement Performed. Measured dose rate Normalized result.
(radlmin)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

t970

L970

L970

Calorimeter measurements :

38. 90

39.L4

38. 88

average (38.97 t 0.1I)

38.44

39.r4

39.24

38. 36

39.01

average (38.85 I 0.36)

38. 51

38. 6r

39.L2

38. 93

average (38.79 ! O.24)

24th May

18th Ju1.

27th oct.

1.0010

L.OO72

1. 0005

0. 9891

L.OO72

1. 0ro8

0.9871

1. 0038

0. 9909

o.9935

I. 0066

I. 0018

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

(viii)

3orh

31st

14rh

9rh

14rh

May

May

Jun.

Aug-

Nov.

L970

L970

L970

t970

L970

Fricke Dosimeter measurements :

(i)

(ii)

( j.ii)

(iv)

I9th Jul. L97O

25th Jul. I97O

8th Aug. L97O

22nd Aug. 1970

OveraII average dose rate on Orbitron unit = (38.86 t 0.25) rad/min

or mofe correcÈIy, DR = (38.9 t 0.3) radrlmin
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IV.3.3 Observations from Results

Theaverageofthenormalizedresults,togetherwith

their mean deViations, were determined for the three dosimeters to be:

Calorimeter: (0.9988 I 0.009) (average of 8 results)

Ionization chamber: (l.0026 ! O.OO7) (average of 6 results)

Fricke dosimeter: (O.gg82 t 0.006) (average of 4 results)

It is readily seen from these figures that each of the dosimeters

gave results which were h'ithin their mean deviations, which was of

the order of tlå in each case.

To give some physical significance to these results it

is possible to determine effective values of both Vt for the ionization

cha¡nber and G for the Fricke dosimeter. In section III.1.4 it was

stated that the value W = 33.7 eY/j:on pair was used in the calibration

of the ionization chamber. By considering the following ratio it is

possible to calculate an effective value of W from the above results'

lized ion c result = (1.004 È 0.016)
average normalized calorimeter result

therefore, the effective !Ù = (33.6 t O'5) eV,/ion pair

this value suggests a stightly lower value of !'l but the difference

from the accepted value of (33.73 t O.I5) eV/ion pair (NBS HANDBOOK 85)

is not sígnifícant.

Similarly, the value of G = 15.6 mote/LOO'eY vÛas used

in the calibration of the Fricke dosimeter and by considering the
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following ratio an effective value of G can be determined from the

above results.

normalized Fricke dosimeter result (0.999 t o.or5)
ÀVerage no calorimeter result

therefore, the effective G = (f5.6 t 0.2) noles,/100 eV

Again there is no significant difference from the accepted value of

(15.69 t 0.19) mole/IOO eV (NBS HANDBOOK 85).

The calculation of these effective values of bl and G

indicate thet Èhe results obtained with the calorimeter are comparable

with those obtained with both the ionizatíon chamber and the Fricke

dosimeter. The work, however, \¡/as not designed to estimate the

values of W and G with any precision.

rt is now possible to determine if there is any

significant difference between the results obtained with calorimeter I

compared with those obtained with calorimeter II. The average

normalized, result for calorimeter I is (1.003I I 0.0068) and the

average normalized result for calorimeter II is (0.9974 ù 0.0099).

The raÈio of these results is (I.006 I 0.017). This value suggests

that the calorimeter I results are slightly higher than those for

calorimeter II, by 0.68, but the result is not significant,

especiaJ-Iy due to the linited nu¡nber of results obtained with

calorimeter I.
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IV.3.4 Tests on the l"lethods of Chart Analysis

Thecalorimeterresultswereusedt,oexaminethetwo

methods of chart analysis described in section IV.1.1. It wiII be

re¡ne¡nbered that, on each day of making measurements with the

calorimeter, 8 charts ""t. 
t""orded and the results of each vterê

averaged to give a single result of dose rate for the day. Tests

were performed with the calorimeter on g days, over 12 months, giving

à totat of 64 charts, each being analysed by both the Total Dose and

the Dose Rate methods. These 64 pairs of results are shown in

Figure IV.4. The first, and probably most obviougr test ldas to

calculate the correlation coefficient, for the results obtained by the

two methods. since it is expected that the distributlon of the

points from Èire line of 'perfect correlation' shoutd obey a normal

distribution, then the correlation coefficient, r, iS given by

equation (rv.9).

.=l(*i-Ð(vi-Ð . ...(rv.e)
(l (xi, - Ð 2I (vi - n') f

where xi are the deflections (divs) obtained by the Total Dose method,

with i. being ttre mean of these results, and Yi are the deflections

(divs) obtained by the Dose Rate method, with i being the mean of

these results. The value of the correlation coefficient was

cal-culated to be t t = 0.98, which indicates a very strong correlation

between the two sets of results. This is, as would be expected' with

the non-perfect correlation being due to the effect of noise on the

traces
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As a means of further comparing the results obtained by

the two methods, the cleflections obtained by each method were averaged

over each set, that is over the 8 charts obtained on each day of

measurentent. This is because this average is the more relevant

quantity in the final analysis. The internal mean deviations within

each set v¡ere also calculated for each method of analysis. The

following ratíos were tlìen considered for each set separately, and

then the average of the ratios determined for the 8 sets.

(i) ( ) = (1.ooo1o.o11)

This indicates that the average results obtained, by both methods of

analysis, for a set, are the same, at least when averaged over 8

sets. This is afso as would be expected since there is no a priori

reason to expect the results of one metlìod to be different from, or

better than, the other. The g.verage deviation of 11.I? between the

two methods is also quite reasonable.

ave rn mean deviation from Dose Rate =(1.0I4 È 0.056)
ave interrta] ¡lrea¡l deviat-ion from Total Dose me

This suggests that the Total Dose method gives slightly more consistent

results for a set than does the Dose Rate method, at least when averaged

over I seÈs, but the concl-usion is not significant.

These tests support Èhe earlier conclusion that neither

methocl of analysis has any acivantages over the other, at least in the

present work. Thus, for this reason, and for those given in section

IV.l.l, both methods of analysis should be used at all times and, the

a\rerage taken.

(ii) (
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CHAPTER V CONCLUSIONS

Both the preliminary tests and the intercomparison

tests with the ionization chamber and the Fricke dosimeter indicate

that the calorimeter, which was designed and constructed in this

work, behaves essentially as expected from the theoretical considerations

discussed in chaPter II.

nach of the three dosimeÈers tested gave essentially the

same readings within their respective mean deviations, which were

each of the order of tI?. The calorímetric system is more tedious

to use than the ionization chamber, both in time of making the

measurements ancl in red,ucing the results. The Fricke dosimeter,

however, is equally as tedious as the calorimeter, but the equipment

used is both simple and. cheap. A problem with the Fricke dosimeter

is that the G-val-ue, which varies with photon energy, must be known

at the particular energy at which measurenents are to be made. lt is

a disadvantage to use the calorimetric system at ptroton energies

Less than about 3 Mev, where the ionization methods are still

applicable. Notvríthstanding the extra trouble involved, the calori-

metric system must be used for photon energies greater than abouÈ

3 MeV, tot the reasons given in section I.3. In practice, the calori-

metric system would be the fundamental stand,ard of dose measurement

by means of which either the ionization chamber, or the Fricke

dosimeter, h¡ould be cal-ibratecl at any photon energy, with specified
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quality. The calibrated, or secondary, dosimeters would then be

used indepenciently of the calorimeter-

Due to the diversity of designs of the calorimetric

systems described in the various publicatÍons' m¿rny of which have

specialized applications, it is difficutt to make accurate

comparisons with the system developed in the present work. If

generalizations are permitted, then the following points appear

relevant. The design of the present calorimeter is basically simple,

both in theory and construction. It does not require an ultrahigh

vacuum, temperature-controlled water bath, or arrxiliary circuits to

control the temperature of the calorimeter case, etc. r âs are not

unconnon in other calorimeters. The temperature-measuring circuit,

based on the D.C. Wheatstone bridge, is simpler than many of the other

sysÈems which use relatively complex A.C. bridges, in an endeavour

to remove noise. The extra noise in the present bridge is, even if

only partly, compensated for by the 4ethod of chart analysis. The

system is quíte portable, permitting it to be used readity within

the Iìadiotherapy department. Many authors, although indicating that

their final guoted measurements of dose rate are averages over a

nu¡nber of measurements, d.o not indicate over hovT many such measurements

the average has been obtained. Those who do indicate the number of

measurements usually quote between 4 and 20, for both calibrations

and for radiation measurements. The present system, which averages
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over only 4 such measurenrents, would appear to be somewhat conservative.

The quoted uncertainties in the final estimates of dose rates in

the literature appear to average about +1%, with a range from about

10.5t to a-bout t2å. The present system achieves a similar experimental

uncertainty by averaging over a smaller nr¡nber of results, and could

thus be said to be more efficient with the actual measure¡nents made.

The recycling times have varied from about 5 to 30 minutes, where

the calorimeters having the smaller recycling times have used either,

special technigues to restore thermal equilibrium in a short time,

or have employed radiation machines with very high exposure outputs

thus permitting short exposure tj:nes. The recycling time of the present

system is from 15 to 20 minutes, which, combined with the small nunber

of measurements necessary, makes this system less ti¡ne-consuming than

many of Èhe other systems to attain a similar uncertainty of the

final averaged result.

preliminary tests for adaptability have been carried out

on the 4 MeV "IytetropolrÈan-Vickers", Series I, Ll-nêär Acceleratgrt

which is at the present the highest energy raciiaÈion machine at the

Royal Adelaicie Hospital. A number of minor nodifications were

necessary in the operating procedure due to the properties of this

particular accelerator. The exposure rate, in air at 1 metre from

the source, is nominally I5O roentgen,/min, but, in fact, the rate

fluctuates in time, especially just after co¡nmencing the exPosure.

Hohrever, the fluctuations were not apparent on the chart output of
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the calorimeter and both metho<ls of chart analysis could still be

performed. The exposure output Of the accelerator is monitored

by an inbuilt ionization chamber and the maximum possible total

exposure is limited to about 600 roentgen, or a dose of about 350

rad in the calorimeter element. Because of the particular type of

mounting of this accelerator, it was not possible to irradiate the

dosimeters from both sides, thus making the initial setting up a

little more critical. The basic operation of the calorimeter,

however, remained unchanged,' and further tests on this machine were

not \^/arrantecl , since the effective photon energy of the x-radiation

from the accelerator was very close to that of Co 60 y-radiation,

with which extensive tests had already been performed.

The work described in this thesis vtas prompted by the

coming instaltation of a 13 MeV "Toshiba", LMR-I3, Linear Accelerator.

Both the exposure rate and the maximum possible exposure outPut of

this accelerator wiII be about twice that of the present acceLerator'

thus improving the signal--to-noise ratio for the calorimeter. The

new accelerator wiII also permit the irradiation of the calorimeter

from both sides. The calorimetric dosímeter system will be an

-i.mporÈant accessory to tnis, and to any further high-energy mactrineà

'bhat may be insÈa1led, in the future.
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APPENDIX I MASSËS AND HEAT CAPACITIES OF CALORIMETER COIV1PONENTS

(i) Test Calorimeter, mark I.

Element

Part Materiaf Ivlass
(sn)

Specific
Heat

(cat,/gmoC)

Heat
Capacity
(cal,/oc)

L.470

o. 001

0. 096

0.000

o. o2a

0.025

0.000

o. oo0

% i{ass

96. 02

3. 89

0. 09

97 "54

el-ement

aquadag

ring

heater insul.

silicone grease

thermistor

heater wire

Case

case

aquadag

prug

graphite

graphite

perspex

rayon

8. 910

0.009

o.27 4

0.00I

0. 036

0. 050

0. 165

0. 165

0. 35

0.40

0. 45

0"50glasse
araldite

bead a
Lead.s

0.005 0. 09

eureka 0.0O4 0. I0

)

)

)

)

Total Mass=9 "289 qm Total H.C.=] .620 caL/oC

graphite 235.537

graphite 0.879

graphite 9"547

0. 165

0" 165

0. 165

38.864

0;145

1. 575



studs

scre$rs

nuts

pe9

heater insul.

heater wire

heater leads

Perspex

Perspex

perspex

Perspex

rayon

eureka

copper

xrt

L.707

2.723

r.242

0. 0I1

0. 023

0.260

0.24e

0.35

0. 35

0. 35

0.35

0. 40

0. 10

0. 09

0.597

0. 953

0.435

0. 004

0. 009

o.026

o.o22

2.26

0.20

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

Total Mass=252.17 7fln Total H.C.=42.630 cal,/oC

Total mass of calorimeter = 261.466 gm

and the element is 3.558 of this tot'aI mass-

Ratio of masses = 27.L5

Ratio of H.C. = 26.3I
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(ii) Reference Calorimeter, mark l.

Element

Part Material MasS
(sm)

element graphite 8.999

ring perspex O.29L

silicone grease 0. 030

thermistor (glass c aralditeO.O4T
(

(bead & Ieads 0.005

TotaL Mass=9.3729m

Case

Specific
Heat

(cat,/gmoc)

Heat
Capacity
(ca:-/oc)

* l"lass

96.02

3. 93

0.05

97 .80

2.20

0.165

0.35

0. 45

0. 50

1.485

o.Lo2

0.013

0. 023

0.09 0. 000

Total H.c.=1.623

case

plug

studs

screws

nuts

Peg

graphite 237.L85

graphite 9.594

perspex . 1.707

perspex 2.677

perspex I. 166

perspex 0.0II

0. 165

0. 165

0.35

0.35

0. 35

0.35

39. 136

r. 5e3

o.597

o.937

0.408

0. 004

Total Mass=252.340$n Total H.C.=42.665 caL/oc

Total mass of caLorimetet = 26L.7L2 gm

and the element is 3,58e¿ of this total mass.



(iii) Test Calorimeter, mark Ï1.

Element

graphite

graphite

perspex

rayon

xrv

8. 910

0.009

0.189

0. 001

o.062

0. 048

0. 165

0. 165

0. 35

0. 40

0.45

0. 50

L.470

0. oot

0. 066

0. 000

0. 028

o.o24

96.65

3.25

0. 10

element

aquadag

ring

heater insul.

silicone grease

thermistor

heater wire

Case

(glass e
(araldite
(

(bead o
( Ieads

0.005 0.09 0.000

eureka 0. 004 0. 10 0. 000

Total tvtass=9 .228qm. Total H.C.=1"589 cal/oc

same as for Test Calori¡neter, mark tr.,

Total Mass of calorÍmetet = 26L.405 gm

and the ele¡nent is 3.53* of this total mass.

Ratio of Masses = 27 "33

Ratio of H.C. = 26.8i
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(iv) Reference Calorimeter, mark II'

Element

Materialpart Mass
(sm)

element

rang

' silicone grease

thermistor (glasscaraldite O.O47
(
(bead c leads 0.005

graphite 8.999 0.165 1-485

persPex 0. 169 0.35 0. 059

o.062 0. 45 o. 028

Specific
Heat

(calrlgrmoc)

Heat
Capacity
(cat,/oc)

I Mass

96-95

2. OO

0. 05

97.79

2.2L

0. 50

0.09 0.o00

Total Mas s=9.2g2crm Total H.C. =I .595 caL/oC

0.023

Case

case

prug

studs

screws

nuts

peg

graphite

graphite

persPex

perspex

perspex

perspex

237.L85

9. 565

L.707

2-677

r. 166

0. 01I

0. 165

0.165

0.35

0.35

0.35

0.35

39. 136

1. 578

0. 597

o.937

0. 408

0. o04

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

Total Mass=252. 311crm Totat H.C.=42.660 caL/oC

Total mass of calorimeter = 26I.593 gm

and the eLement is 3.518 of this total mass.
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\PPEI.IDIX II CAI,CUIÀTION OF THER¡{AL TR,A\ISFER COEFFTqIENSS

Thefollowingcalculationsareconsideredtoprovide

only estimates since the themal properties involved have l¡een obtained

from various handbook values. They shoUld, however, be at least of

the correct order of magnitude.

Convection Losses

LAUGHLIN and GENNA (1956) have shown that no natural

convectíon wiII occur when the following condition is satisfied:

(p/76o)2 < L6.2/d,3LT

where p is the pressure in torr, d is the separation between components i'n <xt'

and AT is the temperature difference ín oc'

Inthepresentcalorjmeterthemaxi:numdistances

involved are about I0 c¡n and the ternperature differences are always

Iess than IoC, thus no conveqtion transfer wilt occur if the pressure

is less thann p = 100 torr. Since the pressure is alhtays much less

Èha¡r IO0 torr in practice, no convection losses will occur in this

calorimeter.

B,L ementr/@.ase Sy stern.

Radiation Losses.

The general equation for radiation heat transfer is:

(r)

(i)

fifl= -oortr4 - rf t ca!/sec
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where A is the surface area of the emitting surface, o is the

Stefan-Boltzman constant., T and To are the absolute temPeratures of

the enitting and absorbing surfaces, respectively, and F is the

configuration factor for grey bodies. f is a complex function

solvable for only a few simple cases. An approximatiOn for F'

for an object suspended in an enclosure, is given by McADiAl'lS (1942\ asl

E=L/(t..*þtt/'o-l)J'Ao

where e and e are the e¡nissitivities of the emitting and absorbing
o

surfaces respectivelY.

It is readity shown that if the difference between T and

T is less than IoC, then equation (1) can be sfunplified to:
o

# = - Ao¡'(4r:) (r - ro) = - Kr(r - ro)

where K, is the therrnal conductance for radiation. In the present

case the van-ious values are:

A = 19"f0 cm2, A^ = 27.64 cm|, e = e^ = 0.85, with lo = 22oC.

thus, K = 2.08 x 10-3 C sec

( ii) Losses by Conduc tion throuqh low pressure air.

Pressure in cavity = 5 x 1O-3 torr

'Ihe rnean free path (M.F.P.) at this pressure g I c¡n.

Separation between element and" case = 0.2 óm.
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Thus, in this system the M.F.P. > dimensions of the

system, and LAUGIILIITI and G¡,NNA (1956) sÈate that the thermal transfer

coefficient for this conciition is given by:

h- = O -oo22 p ca]./cmz oc sec
a

thus, in the present case h. = I1.o x 10-6 caL/cm2 oc sec

= o.2L x IO-3 cal/oc sec
a

(iii) Losses by Conduction through the perspex rinq.

An estimation of this loss is complicated since the ring

is in poor thermaf contact with the case, thus both conduction and,

radiation are invol-ved. Conduction occurs from the inner edge of

the ring, aÈ temperature T, to its outer edge, attemperature T1- The

rate of heat loss flowing radialty across a cylinder is given by:

and K

dr_2rkI(T-Tr)
dt tnkJrz)

Due to the porous nature of the ring

effective value of its axial length'

r, values, and Knowirrg -ooth its mass

value is L = 0.14 cm which, Èogether

cn/cmz oc sec, gives:

case,

A=A
o

it is necessary to determine an

L, while retaining the same 11 and

and density. The calculated

with the value k = 5 x lO-4 cal-

ffi=z.oxfo-3(r-rt) calr/Sec .. (2)

The thermal barrier at the outer edge of the ring to the

at. Èemperature 'Ior is bridged by radiation. In this case we have:

= 1 cm2 t E = E^ = 0.85, which gÍves:
U

# = t.ro x lo-3(rr - ,o) carlsec ... (3)
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Eliminating Tr from equations (2) and (3) gives:

Kp = O.O9 x IO-3 cal/oc

(iv) Losses throuqh perspex Peg.

Th pressure acting on the peg is approximately

2 kgm/cmz which gives reasonable, althoug not perfect, thermal

contact. For simplicity perfect contact is assumed. conduction

losses are given by the elementary relation:

dE - kA/,F - n I ...(4)
dt-d \r ^o'

In the present case we have: A = 0.008 cn2, d = 0.3 cm and the value

of k is given in the previous section, thus we have:

K.=0'OIxIO-3 cal,/oc sec

(v) Losses along copper leads

There are four leads involved, two for the thermÍstor

(a and b) and two for the heater (c and d). The gauge is the same

for each, namely 45 SwG (7.8 cir mil area). k",, = O'92 cal cm'/cm2 oc

sec. Leads a, b and c. Each of same length, I"5 cm, wíth total area

118.5 x 1O-6cm2, hence, using equation (4), gives:

Kb = 0.07 x to-3 caL/oc sec'

Lead d,. Length 5.0 cm. and area 39.5 x IO-6cm2, hence:

Kd = O.0I x lo-3 caL/oc u...

Thus, finally K,-., = O.O8 x Lo-3 caL/oc sec

To'bal the conductance for Element/Case System: Kl=0.244 x Lo-2caL/oC sec
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Case,/Vacuum Chamber System

(i) Radiation Losses.

In this situation, A = L69.6 crr? Ao = 1445 cut2

e = 0.85 eo = 0.6

thus, from equation (I), Kr = I9.2 x 1O-3 cat,/oC sec

(ii) Losses by Conduction through low pressure air.

M.F.P. at 5 x tO-3 torr =I qn.

Separation between case and Vacuum chanber waIl = l0 qn-

Thus, in this systen the M.A.P. (L) < dimensions of the

system, and LAUGHLIN and GENNA (1956) state that the the¡mal transfer

coefficient for this condition is given by:

ha= k/ (d + gr + g2l

vühere k is the thermat conductivity of the air (1I x 10-5 cal qt/q2

oC sec), and gI and !2 aîe the temperature jrutp distances¡ usually

gI=g2=Z.'lL.

Hencen Ka = L.2O x 1O-3 ca;-/oc sec

(iii) losses along copper lead,s.

In this case there are two leads, each wíth two sections

of differenÈ diameter wire.

(a) 4.4 c¡n of 4A SWG + 1.9 qn of 44 Sl{G

(b) 2.4 cm of,40 SWG + 7.8 crn of 44 SWG

The relevant equation for conduction along paths of

two different cross-section areas in series is:
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dE
dr

k(T - r^)
,*ï.þ

thus, we have for (a) Kf = 1.2 x 1O-5 cal/oc sec

', and (b) KS = O'51 x I0-5 cal/oc sec

.hence, Kc = 1.7 x IO-5 cal/oc sec

(iv) I¡osses along nvlon supports

There are three cords,, each 6 cm long and 0.3 mm diameter.

k----,^- = O.2 x 10-6 cal/oc secnylon
[lius, Kn = 0.2 x 10-6 cal,/oc sec

Total thermal conductance for CasefVacuum chamber System:

Kt = 2.04 x Io-2 cal,/oc sec.
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\PPENDIX III CALIBRATION HEATER RESISTANCE VALUES

Calsrimeter r. (average of 3 set,s of measurements)

Element heater: at VC* 96.42 t 0.O2 Q

at box 97.42 r 0.02 O

Case heater: at VC 3.339 t 0.01 f¿

at box 4.323 t O.OI O

CalorimeÈer II. (average of 6 sets of measurements)

Element heater: at VC 91.03 + 0.O5 f¿

at box 9L.94 t 0.04 fì

Case heater: at VC 3.193 t 0.05 Q

at box 4.2LO I 0"05 n

(*Vacuum chamber electrical leadthroughs)
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\PPENDIX IV CALCULATION OF A TYPICAL IONIZATION CHAMBER RESULT

Example (iii) from Table TY.2

Conditions: Fry electrometer on 16 rpm and 10 pF

Voltage droP ratio, B = 100.82

Anode potential on chamber 100 volts

I = 24.3oC and P = 745.1 torr

The correction factor for temperature and pressure is thust

C (T,P) 273.2 + 24.3 = I.1106273.2

The average measured potentiometer reading, P = 0.9396 volt

substituting the above data into equation (Irr.6) gives:

O9l3Ix60xl00. 2 x 1"1106 (0. 9396) = 37 .67 roentgenr/minER= (
1. 530

Making use of equaÈion (fII.7) gives the dose rate on the 9th Jan.

1970 as:

DR = 32.81 rad/mÍn

Taking the half-Life of Co 60 as 5.26 years, the correction factor

for radioactive decay can be expressed to a very good approximation,

if t < 300 days' in the forni:

(r/To) = exp(rÀr) = (t t (3.609 x 1o-4t) + (3.609 * to-4t'12/2)

where the time interval, t, is in days.

For the present example, t = 8 days, and the correction factor is

1.0029, giving the dose rate on the lst Jan.1970 as:

DR = 32.90 radlmin (as shown in Table IV.2)
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APPENDIX V CALCULATIOI{ OF A TYPICAL FRTCKE DOSI}4ETER RESULT

Example (iv) from Table Iv.3

Preliminary measure¡nents: 304 mp 224 my

oD measured at 22.Ioc +0.003 +0'004

I',tass of solution before irradiating = 2.937 gm'

Calculation of density correction factor:

Volume of central cavity of guard case

mass of components in calorimeter cavity

hence, average density in calorj:neter cavity

mass of components in Fricke cavity (Iess solution)

total mass, including mass of solution from above

hence, average d.ensity in Fricke cavity

10. 68 crn3

9.232 gm

o.a644 gn/qc,3

5.969 gm

8.906 gm

0.8335 gm/crn3

= 0.018 9m

aver densi f Calc¡r. cavi = I.037thus, average clensítY of Fricke cav Èy

from eguation (III.9) we now have that the overall conversion

factor i.s 0.9f4

Solution was irradiated for a total of 5.5 hours'

l,lass of solution after irradiating = 2.919 gm

thus, mass of v¡ater lost by evaporation (in 6'25 hours)

or 0.61* of the original mass of the solution
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Intermediate measurements :

oD at 24.OoC, ODt

temperature correction

oD at 25.0oc, oDzs

cirange in OD2 5 r AOD2 5

corrected for evaporation

304 mu

0. 509

r. 0069

0. 512

0.509

0. 506

224 m1t

1. 058

r.0013

1. 059

1. 0s5

L.O49

Using equation (III.8a) gives the total dose = 13.97 x lO3 rad

Using equation (rII.8b) gives the totat dose = 13.93 x lO3 rad

thus, average dose in 5.5 hours = 13.95 x lO3 rad

which gives the dose rate,
rl

in Fe" soluÈion = 42.27 rad,/min (i)

The irradiated solution was stored for a further 44.0 hours

I"tass of solution (in ¡nlythene container) before storing

= 2.859 9m

mass of solution after storing = 2.769 gm

thus, mass of,water lost (in 44.0 hours) by

evaporation = 0.090 9m

or 3.15% of the mass of the sol-ution before storlng

Final measurelnents: 304 mU 224 mV

oD at 23.0oc, oDt 0.552 1.157

temperature correction I.0I38 1.0026

oD at 25.ooc, oD25 0.560 1.160

change in QD25, ÁOD25 0.048 0.101

correctecl for evaporation 0.046 0.098
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Using equation (III.8a) gives the total dose = I-27 x tO3 raci

Using equation (III.8b) gives the tot'a1 dose = I.3O x lO3 rad

thus, average dose in 44.0 hours = L-285 x 103 rad

which gives the effective dose rate, in
II

Fe, ' solution = 0.49 radrlmin (íi)

The final measurement of dose rate, measured in the Fricke

dosimeter, obtaine<i from resurts (i) and (ii) = 4L'79 raô/mj-n'

Using equation (III.9), and the conversion factor determined

above, gives the equivalent dose rate in the calorimeter on

the 22nd Aug. L97Oi

DR = 38.20 rad/mLn

The correction factor for radioactive decay over a period of

52 days is I.O19O, thus giving the dose raÈe on the Ist .Tuly

1970 as;

DR = 38.93 rad/min (as shown in Table IV.3)
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APPENDIX VI CALCULATION OF A TYPTCAL CALORTI"TETER RESULT

Example (vii) from Table IV.3

operating condítions:

Bridge potential, 2 Hg CeIIs

Millirnicrovoltmeter range, 0.3 mV

CharÈ recorcier paper speed, 600 mmr/hour

Exposure time, 6 minutes (plus 0.Ol min for radiation

measuremenÈs)

Bridge on forward polarity.

Chart No. (i) Electric calibration: v = 24.1-15 mV

Substituting this value of v into equation (II.20b),

and applying a +O.22 correction (refer section II-5.3),

gives the electric ciose rate as DR = 55.18 rad/min-

The average measured deflection of the trace is

49"6 clivs, which corresponds to a deflection

rate of 8.267 div/min.

Therefore. the calibration factor is 6.675 tad/ð'iv.

Chart No" (iv) Electric cafibration: v = 24.1-03 mV

The elecÈric d,ose rate in Èhis case is, DR = 55.L2

rad,/nin.

The average measured deflection of the trace is

49.9 divs, which corresponds to a deflection rate

of 8.312 div/min.

Thereforer the cafíbration factor is 6.631 rad/div.



Chart No. (ii)

Chart No. (iii)

Bridge on reverse PolaritY.
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Thus, the average catibration factor, for forward

polarity, is:

(Dc/xAf = 6'653 radldiv'

Padiation measurement: radiation beam from right to

Ieft. The average measured deflection of the trace is

35.45 divs, which corresPonds to a defleqtion rate of

5.899 divlmin.

Radiation measurement: radiation beam from left to right.

The average measur"U U.rr".tion of the trace is 34.4

divs, which qorresponds to a deflection rate of

5.724 div/min.

Thus, Èhe average measured deflection rate, including

a 40.4* correction for scatter (refer section IV.2.L),

is:

(ctx,/clt) mf = 5. 835 div,/min.

The average measured radiation dose rate, using forward

polarity, i.s therefore :

DR- = 38.82 radlmín.

Electric calibration¡ v = 24.110 mV

The electric ciose rate isr DR = 55.16 raa,/min.

The average measured deflection of the trace is

49.9 divs, which corresponds to a deffection rate

of 8.317 div,/min.

Chart- No. (v)



Chart No. (viii)
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Therefore, Èhe calibration factor is 6.632 tad'/dj-v.

Electric calibration: v = 24.100 ¡nV

The electric dose rate is, DR = 55.1I rad,/mín.

The average measured deflection of the trace is

49.9 divs, which corresponds to a deflection rate of

8.3I7 div/min.

Therefore, the calibration factor is 6.626 rad/div.

Thus, the average calibration factor, fot reverse

poJ,arity, is :

(P /x
c- r = 6.629 rad/div.

Radiation measurement: radiation beam from left to right.

The average measured oeffection of the trace is 33.7

ctivs" whicir corresponds to a deflection rate of

5 "607 div/mi.n.

Radiation measurement: radiation beam from right to l-eft-

The average measured deflection of the trace is

32.85 oivs, which corresponds to a deflection rate

of 5.466 div/min.

Thus, the average measured oeflèction rate, including

a +0.4t correction for scatter, is:

(dxldt)*, = 5.558 div,/nin.

The average neasured radiation dose rate, using reverse

polarity, is therefore:

DR_-= 36. 84 radrlmin.r

c

Chart No.

Chart No.

(vi)

(vir)
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Finalty, the average measured radiation dose rate,

for both forward ancl reverse bridge polarity, for

the 9th August, 1970 is:

DR = 37.83 radrlmín.

The correction factor for ractioactive decay over a

period, of 39 days is I.OI41, thus giving the dose

rate on the lst July 1970 as:

DR = 38.36 radrlmin. (as shown in Table IV.3)
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